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Foreword

The symposium on "The Liberal Arts. the Next Twenty -Ilse Years," g,ress out of a luncheon eonvcisation
between two trustees, Vs alter Y. Llisha ot Wabash College and William G. Caples of Kenyon. Reflecting on
their parallel experiences as board members and in the basmcss world, the two found themsels es struck by the
ditfcrtrice they had long obsersed m helms ior of trustees in their board roles and in their roles as directors of
business cnterprises. Indisiduals who in the business ens ironment asked sharp and meaningful questions and
insisted on getting meaningful answers seemed in their campus settings to become hesitant and reluctant to probe.

Consersation with another experienced trustee, John W. Pocock of the board of The College of Wooster,
brought added confirmation and the idea began to take form of a meeting of trustees and presidents of similar
nbcral arts colleges to discuss the trustee role and function in the changing environment of higher education.
A planning group was assembled that included trustees Caples, Pocock, Richard Thomas of Kenyon College,
and Wesley Dixon of Lake I orest, and Presidents Henry Copeland ot Wooster, Eugene Hotchkiss of Lake Forest,
Philip Jordan of Kenyon, and Gordon Van Wylen of Hope. Presidents Van Wy len and Hotchkiss were currently
sers mg respectisely as chairmen of the boards of the two Midwestern consortia, the Cleat Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion and the Associated Colleges of the Midwest.

This group stirsstirse >ed the contemporary scene with its numerous problems for the independent hbeial arts col-
lege and identified four areas as crucial:

I cononuc change, particularly the decline of bask Ilea's> inclustnes of the Nlidssest and Northeast and the
rise of sers ice industries with their new challenge to education.

Population change, the demographic decline forecast for the ;Midwest and Northeast, threatening the major
student markets for the members of the two consortia.

Sharpening competition within higher education, especially between public and independent institutions, for
support and enrollment.

Budget and ins estment strategies in light of long-term as well as short- and medium term needs.
A consensus emerged tnat a symposium focusing on these questions would be of significant Naha; to trustees

and presidents. The two consortia, ss Inch had already cooperated effectisely in many areas, were natural s eludes
for structuring such a symposium. The presidents of the two asso _lawns, Jon Fuller of the Great Lakes Colleges
Association and ( harles Neft of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest, were therefore ins ited to join trustees
( aples and Pocock as a committee in charge of detailed planning. During the planning year Ehrabeth Hayford
succeeded Neff as president of ACM and joined in the symposium preparation.

proposal for support was written and taken by Mr. Caples to the George Gund Foundation of Cleseland,
iOhio, and to the Joyce I oundation of ( lineage. 1 he proposal was accepted by both foundations, which agreed

to share in support of the symposium.
The ACM and (II (A has e screed their member institutions for approximately a quarter century, and it was

t It that another quarter century would be an appropriate rough time frame for looking at the problems alb:ad,
thus the title of the symposium emerged. "The Liberal Arts College. the Next Quarter Century." It was agreed
that each of the twenty -Ilse member colleges should be represented by its president, the chairman of its board,
and one other trustee to be selected by the president and chairman. I our distinguished speakers were recruited
to make the formal presentations:

I Inter . Johnson, I xecutis e ice-President and General Counsel, General Motors Corporation, to speak
as a trustee on the importance of trusteeship.

Roy Moor, Senior Vice President and ( hiet Economist ot the I first Chicago Bank, to lot ecast the economic
changes lying, ahead that will affect the colleges,

Russell I dgerton, President of the American Association of Higher Education, to anafve the effect ut
economic and social change on the future education prio,:ties of the ,:olleges.

Michael O'Keefe, President of the ( onsortium for the Adsancement of Pris ate Higher I ducat ion, to sum-
manic and discuss the planning and decision-making in the colleges.

I he symposium was held at the Unisersity Club of Chicago, June 22-23, 1984. The proceedings were edited
1), Joseph (tics, former editor of publications for the Association of (ioserning Boards of I. husersmes and Col-
legc,. It ts hoped that besides setting the stage for further discussions among the member institutions of the two
consortia ins ols cd, the record will help and encourage other colleges and unisersities to deal with the issues
discussed.

William G. Caples
Jon W. Fuller
Hi/abed] R. Hayford
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Symposium

Friday evening, June 22, 1984

ELMER W. JOHNSON: "STEWARDSHIP AND THE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE"

Introduction by Cordon J. Van Wylen, President, Hope College, and current chairperson, Great
Lakes Colleges Association:

This is a historic meeting for our two college associations. We're had meetings of presidents and
other officers of our colleges, but this is the first time we're ever attempted to come together as presidents
and trustees. We'r e gathered to address an important topic, the future of our colleges, and of liberal
arts colleges in general, in the next quarter century. We believe in our mission, and we believe that
we hate the potential for influencing the lir es of our students, and through them to make an impact
on every segment of society . We're eager to keep our institutions strong and vital, and that's why we're
come together for these two days.

In looking or er the roster of those who are here this evening, I noted that there were three major
fields represented. business, the professions, and education. It's N. ery appropriate that our keynote speaker
is a person who embodies all three of these aspects in his personal career. Moreover, he's a graduate
of a liberal arts college, and that speaks well in itself. As to his business, Mr. Johnsen is Vice-President
and Group E.x.ecutir e in charge of the Public Affairs Staff Group, and General Counsel for the General
Motors Corporation. He came to this position from the outside just a little more than a year ago.
He has also served as General Counsel for the International Harvester Company and as special counsel
to the chairman of the new regional telephone company in this area. By profession Mr. Johnson is
a lawyer. He received the J.D. degree from the University of Chicago in 1957, hating joined the law
firm of Kirkland and Ellis in Chicago in 1956. He became partner in 1962 and a managing partner
in 1971, and he has continued his affiliation on a limited basis. But Mr. Johnson is also Mr olred in
higher education. He served as lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School from 1970 to 1973.
Mr. Johnson has a special interest in the ethical aspects of the economic older and has lectured exten
sir ely to colleges and universities on this topic. From 1975 to 1978 he der oted a major portion of his
professional time to helping multinational corporations in the derelopnwnt of codes of ethical conduct.

Mr. Johnson has served as a trustee at the University of Chicago since 1977 and is chairman of
the executive committee for hospitals and clinks. He is a graduate of Yale, 1954, and though I've only
known him since dinner together this evening, 1 sense he's the kind of person we'd all be proud to
hare graduated from our own colleges. He's a man of broad interests, a well-qualified professional,
with high personal values that he not only articulates but embodies in his on lifc. Mr. Johnson, it's
a privilege to have you with us to give our first talk of this symposium.

Mr. Johnson: NIy subject is the stewardship of the high-quality liberal-arts college whose student
population numbers no more than two or three thousand. I will try to define that stewardship respon-
sibility in light of the mission and long-term goals of the college and in light of present opportunities
to be exploited and current obstacles to be or erLome if that mission and those goals are to be well served.

By stewardship I refer to the role of the trustees and to the powers and responsibilities held by
them in trust. I would like to talk about both the substance of that trust and the procedures by which
trustees can most effectively carry it out.

I believe that the first duty of a trustee is to ensure that the college has in place a well-considered
statement of its long-term mission, a statement of the purposes for which the college exists. The trustee
must understand his charter, that k, the charter purposes of the trust. This does not mean that the
work of preparing and refining the statement should be done by :he trustees. In all likelihood it will
be done primarily by the president and faculty representatives. But the trustees are responsible for see-
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ing that it is done to their satisfaction and that it is widely accepted and adopted among faculty and
administration.

It seems to me that this statement of mission should not have to be re-thought eYery year, but
that perhaps eYery fire years or so it should be NY iew ed in light of changing circumstances. I assume
there are certain constants for all of you. I assume that among the primary purposes that define the
public trust for all your institutions w ould be the following: to offer a private education that redounds
not only to the individual's good but to the public good; to prepare students for the thoughtful exer-
cise of their precious freedoms and responsibilities in a democratic society, or, as President Bartlett
Giamatti of Yale has stated, to foster "the civilizing ability to make choices and to act responsibly
for others on the basis of those choices." It is an education, he says, "concerned at heart with ethical
choice and civic effort..."

Dr. Giamatti, President Hannah Gray of the University of Chicago, and others halve spoken elo-
quently as to the forces in society that would divert our outstanding colleges and universities from
this noble calling to more immediate utilitarian, Vocational, or consumerist functions. From my n

r.rspecthe as a legal counselor and as a business executive, I would only add this: for students of
the quality your colleges are educating, students who will some day be in positions of leadership in
business, in go%ernment, and in all kinds of not -fog profit institutions, there is no incompatibility be-

_
tween the kind of mission I hate referred to and the kind of preparation of students required for their
future roles and responsibilities in society. I often wonder how different the last twenty years of inter-
face between got, ernment and the corporations, or between labor and the. corporations, would have
been if more leaders in both realms had benefited from educations at colleges deeply denoted to tile
kind of mission I have summarized.

Oyer this period our society has come to look upon the large corporation not simply as a business
enterprise organized for the pursuit of prkate profit, but also as an institution haying far-reaching
responsibilities to protect and enhance N, ar io us social interests. Clean air, clean water, income security,
safety in the workplace, retirement security businesses are now charged with these objectives and
many others. For the most part, our corporate managers were unprepared for this k nd of change,
and for the most part, government leaders exercised little sensitiYity or judgment in selecting the pro-
per regulatory means for efficient social inter-Yr ention. Both sets of leaders largely failed to see the "con-
net.tedness" of things. Each had its blinders in place, and so we witnessed a radical intensification
of the adversary confrontation that has so long characterized our society.

One of the great needs today is for leaders in the private sphere who have the wisdom and drive
to correlate their private Institutional goals with the broader public interest and for leaders in the public
sphere who have the wisdom and self-restraint to abstain from ,} ;11 interest group wartare and to
build structures of mutuality and commonality.

The touchstone of trusteeship
This brief digression reinforces my argument that your colleges hate an extremely important mis-

sion in a democratic society and that the articulation of, and the fidelity to, this mission is the para-
mount responsibilty of the trustees. Everything else you do, in my judgment, should be determined
in reference to this mission. It seems to me that your job is somewhat simpler than that of the great
research uniYersities, which are constantly struggling to achiore the proper balance between their teaching
mission and their mission to advance the frontiers of knordedge. Too often the student gets lost in
the shuffle. I realize that the mission of your schools also entails a commitment to research, but it
seems to me that your mission can be stated with greater singleness of purpose and that therefore as
trustees you can attend more confidently to a second important responsibility: namely, that of assur-
ing that the college has in place the quality of faculty and administration required by the statement
of mission.



I put quality of faculty before curriculum, before student recruitment, before bricks and mortar,
Mole in\ est mem policy, before fund-raising, before all these other important responsibilities. Without
a small core of inspiring teachers of the highest caliber in the sexeral key disciplines, and without a
larger group of 1 er1., able teachers col .ring the broader spectrum or course offerings, these other sup-
port actix ities simply are not w orth the effort.

Again, I realire that trustees don't go out and hire faculty. Presidents usually do that. Rut it is
the trustees w no deter mine the priorities. They and the president should be in complete accord on the
priority of a strong faculty. I happen to think that there are a few similarities between a great law
firm and a great college faculty. They both require a core of super-star w ho hale the highest creden-
tials and reputation in their chosen area of expertise; who hale the power to attract younger lawyers
ut teachers into their institutions and who can nurture their professional growth; who can attract top
clients to the firm or top students to the school; and w ho generally hold the institution together and
define its stellar quality to the knowledgeable public. In this area there are a number of serious issues
that require trustee attention. Among these are the problem of attracting outstanding young faculty,
gi en the extended retirement age; the problem of competing with attractive market alternauxes for
teachers in certain disciplines; the difficulty under the typical tenure system in adequately rewarding
the extraordinary teacher, and so forth. I think trustees need to probe these issues if they are to be
good stewards.

Third, in my listing of trustee responsibilities, I come to the president. Some trustees would list
the choosing of a strung, effectixe president as their ter} first priority. Once that is done, ex ery thing
else tends to fall in place. The president will attract top teachers; they will attract first-rate students;
the president will become the major fund-raiser, and so forth. There is merit in that argument, prolid-
ed ihe president you choose is in agreement with the first two priorities and pros ided the trustees do not
abdicate their ow n non-delegable responsibilities to define a mission and to see that the college re-
mains true to the mission. NI> own experience, both with business and with eleemosynary institutions,
is that the wise selection of a president will make one's other responsibilities as trustee both pleasurable
and relatiely simple, and that failure in this regard will result in the expenditure of many times the
hours that would otherwise hale been spent at tasks that are then not eery satisfying. Fund-raising
is one eery good example of what I mean.

Educational policy; a modern trustee responsibility

ourth, I I,elioe that educational policy is an ultimate responsibility of the board of trustees. If
the mission is to mean anything, trustees ,,!'ould be asking questions about the curriculum, about stan-
dards for majors, and so on. I am talking about a process of roiew and accountability, not of for-
mulation. As trustees of the college you are in a good position to Observe and interpret the long-term
effects of educational policies and you hale a responsibility to do so for the indkiduals who are Loin-
nutted full-time to the management of the school. For example, as you all know, there has been a

trend oer the last decade in colleges generally toward a much Ilea ier percentage of students majoring
in business and other career-oriented subject areas. I imagine that in colleges of your stature, you would

itn% such a trend with some concern. What courses in the sciences and humanities are prerequisites
lot such majors? \re departments competing with each other for student,, by narrowing the breadth
or rigor of pre-major course requirements?

Fifth, I belie\ e that trustees who hale been successful in recruiting highly able young people into
their own companies and organisations are in an excellent position to appraise and suggest imprmements
in college recruiting programs. Again, if your mission is as serious as I imagine it to he, one of the
keys to success is the ability to attract some of the eery hest young minds. I Luther, it is difficult to
keep outstanding teachers unless you do, and certainly most teachers can best grow professionally on-
ly through interaction with able students.
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As to functions traditionally considered to be the special preserve of trustees, inNestment policy,
fund-raising, financial re% iew , capital projects, and so forth, I will say Nery little notwithstanding
their importance. I has e chosen rather to focus on those responsibilities that are sometimes neglected
by trustees who are preoccupied with their more traditional functions. I happen to belies e that the
per formance of these latter functions, which hake to do with maintaining and enhancing the physical
facilities and the financial strength of the institution, is more likely to be successful if the other func-
tions receis e the priority I have suggested. Even in hart times, when you have to cut costs and pare
programs, has ing your priorities straight and your mission explicit will supply needed guidelines. As
to dealing with al.- maintenance functions, I think that trustees should be more ready to ask bold,
eN en nai% e questions. In the management of the in% estment portfolio, for example, too many colleges
have been derelict about holding their investment managers accountable and considering alternative
arrangements.

I has e given you my general oN ers iew as to the stewardship responsibilities of trustees of the liberal
arts college. I happen to believe that the trustee can only be effective in this job it' he loses his college,
if he has formed rewarding associations and friendships with faculty and students, if he has some special
interests that enable him to make a specific contribution. I subscribe to the idea of assembling a board
of trustees of diNerse talen s and strengths. I also belie\ e that in general there must be some mechatustn
that ensures against auto atic lifetime tenure for Noting trustees. At the UniNersity of Chicago, we
haN e recently goneo&s, stem of five-year terms, and we haN e an understanding that in the usual case,
trustees will he nominated for a second fiNe-yep term. A few great trustees, who are obsiously hard
to find, will be nominated for third and fourth terms and ultimately become eligible for election as
non-voting life trustees.

This concludes my formal remarks. I'll be glad to respond to questions.

Discussion

Jon Fuller, president of the Great Lakes Colleges Association: So much of what is important to
our institutions has to do with faculty, their relations with students and the decisions which they make.
A protlem sometimes arises from the fact that faculty may he drawn together by a sense of self-interest
which may not be congruent with the long-term institutional interest, student interest, and society's
interest. How ought trustees to inter\ ene constructively?

Mr. Johnson: Well, two ideas come to mind. One is that college presidents and deans can use
a little imagination in thinking of ways for the trustees to get to know faculty members and students
better. I think the University of Chicago, which is my experience, has done this quite well. They ar-
range occasions when trustees can speak to students, or get-togethers where they meet students and
get to know them, and the same with faculty. We ha% e at the UniNersity of Chicago a Nisiting commit-
tee system which promotes interchange among trustees, faculty, and students. Some of you probably
do the same thing, or could. I think trustees haN e to do a lot of listening, and I think that starts by
their getting involved with the college.

Another thing, just as all of us in our businesses tend to become parochial, I think that faculty
members tend to liN e in a small world, talk to each other, even just within their own disciplines. They
almost haN e to be forced to communicate .Nith outsiders, with people who don't speak their language.
I happen to have been close to the diNinity school at the UniNersity of Chicago for a number of Nears,
and I helped the dean set up a program in downtown Chicago in which members of the faculty come,
and o'.er a luncheon address subjects that are of interest to the general business community. The result
has been that these div inity school faculty members had to learn to communicate to outsiders, to get
out of their narrow worlds.



Richard Rosser, president of DePauw University: I was intrigued with your comments about trustees
who are no longer performing effectively . (This does not, of course, apply to the trustees of DePauw who
are here tonight!) How do you deal with the Old Boy concept, once a trustee, always a trustee? First
of all, what criteria can be used to guide in evaluating trustees, and second, w hat measurement would
you recommend be used in reappointment?

Mr. Johnson: About five years ago I served on a committee at the University of Chicago; I think
there were about ten of us who over a period of about a year met to study the governance system of
the university. One of the major items that came up was this matter of how do you deal with a trustee
who is no longer making a contribution. After a great deal of discussion we concluded that contribu-
tions can be made in a number of ways. You ask how do you evaluate trustees. Some trustees are
there because of their judgment, and some because of their special talents or expertise. The University
of Chicago has had very serious real estate concerns, and so it has been important to have someone
on the trustee board with that kind of expertise.

You may have a tax lawyer who is one of the leading authorities in charitable contributions. Or
people with investment expertise and so on to evaluate investment management alternatives. And of
course you have trustees who are generous and have a strong interest in the institution, so that their
primary reason being there is that interest and that generosity. And I think you have trustees who
have some combing ion of two or mote of those strengths.

Now, as to the vay you deal with the verson who doesn't contribute adequately: every so often
you have a trustee v ho looks great when elected or appointed, but a few years go by and the person
either runs out of g s or looks on his ti usteeship as a sort of badge, and now he or she can go looking
:or a few other badges, but doesn't need to come to meetings very often, and cap let his contribution
level, in comparison to his ability, fall very low. In such cases, there has to be si graceful way of mak-
ing room for someone else. The way we solved the problem at Chicago was to decide for all of us
that we would go to five-year terms, and that in the unusual case where the person just hadn't proved
out, that person would not be asked to serve for a second five -year term. That would be a rare case,
but it would be an option. And when we presented our recommendations we said that in the normal
case ten years on the board would be enough. But we also recognized that for a great trustee there
would be no reason why we couldn't nominate for a third or even a fourth term. I think hospitals
have largely gone this 'route of having fixed terms of three to six years.

Eugene Hotchkiss, president of Lake Forest College: In many ways it seems to me that the role of
trustees at the small liberal arts college is far more exacting than the role of the trustee at a major
institution like the University of Chicago. I think that a major research university has a very clear mis-
sion in this nation of ours, and I think that increasingly today the small liberal arts college has a com-
plex mission, and I want to acknowledge that I think having lost a goodly number of our truste.:s at
Lake forest College to the University of Chicago, I happen to believe that the trustee of a small liberal
arts college today is really in terribly difficult spot, without much reward, without much prestige,
with a lot of problems at the economic level, with the problems of recruiting faculty, and all the other
problems. I think for a nov ice it's very hard, and I know that some of my trustees wish they'd gone
on the board of a great research institution. In fact, they look at me and say, "What are we going to do?"

Mr, Johnson: I said earlier that I assume that the teaching mission is the primary mission of the
liberal arts colleges represented here today. I didn't say it was the only mission, but I said I assume
that's the primary mission, whereas I think in the big research universities, they' have some kind of
schizophrenia between research and teaching. I think that probably if you surveyed the students of
t he colleges represented here tonight, you would hear fewer complaints of that kind from students
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than you would, say, it Harvard or some other large university where research plays such an impor-
tant, e%en predominant role. I certainly didn't mean to say that the role of the trustee in the liberal
arts college was easy, and I apologize if I gave that impression.

Lewis Salter, president of Wabash College: You spoke of the great importance of the trustees'
task of choosing the presiderit of the institution. Is there a corresponding responsibility or obligation
in e% aluating the performance?

Mr. Johnson: Yes, I belie% e that just as in any other institution, a business corporation, for exam-
ple, there are those occasions when the trustees or the directors of the institution should have the judg-
ment, the sensitiny, , the perceptiveness to see early warning signals that things are not going well,
and that if the incumbent stays in that role as president the institution is going to suffer. Too often,
trustees and directors of both business and not-for-profit institutions lack that kind of perception, and
it', only after the situation has become a debacle that corrective action is takers. On the other hand,
if that perception is there, that sensitivity, the situation may not require a draconian solution. It may
only require counseling. But I couldn't agree with you more that one of the highest duties of trustees
k to monitor the administration of the college.

Dr. Salter: To take this a little further, what sort of models strike you as appropriate? A lot of
e%aluation goes on in our institutions. E%aluation of young faculty, for example, can be enormously
traumatic.

Mr. Johnson: I think the :orporate model is the natural one. I think both legally and as a prac-
tical matter the president is held accountable by the board of trustees or not at all. I spent the last
eight years of my legal career primarily advising corporations that were going through crises
Westinghouse, Firestone. International Harester, Pullman a number of others m which the
hoard retained me as special counsel after the crisis was upon them. Often this inoked oerhaul of
management and termination of the president's employment. I asked myself the question you're ask-
ing. How could all this have been avoided? How could the board have gotten more early warning signals?

I think in each case the real problem was the distance of the directors from the situation. They
just didn't know %ery much about the institution they were supposed to be monitoring, and their only
pipeline was the president. Now, in that situation, if the institution gets into trouble, the directors or
the trustees are the last ones to know about it. The president so often says, "I don't go to my board
with problems, I go to them with solutions. I'm not going to tell them we'e got an ansohable pro-
blem. I'm creating a task force and when we ha% e the solution I'm going to tell the board about it."
So then he finally finds out that the problem is not going to be soled, and It all comes to the board
at the point %% here he has to tell the public and the board at the same time. So one thought that has
come to me, considering the corporate model, is that trustees ought to hate frequent reps r lg. It seems
to m. .n each board meeting the directors should hear from a different principal officer, as they do,
for example, at General Motors. I think that pe.-haps we can extend this to coll,ges as well.

Question: How can a board audit a president's performance without becoming a holden and In-
terfering with the president's function?

Mr. Johnson: \ ou ha% e stated a diltmma that afflicts the corporate governance area today. How
does the board of directors audit social performance and financial performance of management without
becoming such a burden on management that it actually undermines the efficiency of the operation?
I think one answer is to set up committees of the board of trustees or the board of directors to get
reports on what's going on. There i% always a danger here.
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1 hae noticed in board meetings that certain astute and experienced directors are %cry helpful
on okA.asions when someone who h perhaps a little new at being direLtor cross -e\amines in great detail
and say s, "I want e\ en more infOrmation." Then the experienced directors say s, "I think you're going
too tar." There's a general consensus around the table, and the new director just shuts up, and has
learned a little lesson.

1 think the same thing has to happen on Lollege boards. I hose been in trustee board meetings
w hen something of this sort happens, and l',e heard a gentle rebuke gk en that sok ed a little problem.
Ultimately it comes down to the quality of the people that you attract to your board.

Jon R. Muth, trustee of Kalamazoo College: How far ahead should a board of trustees try to
look? It seems to me it's pretty hard to emision w hat's going to happen many years down the road,
and yet here in this symposium we're talking about the next twenty:4i% e years.

. Mr, Johnson: Whether it's a business institution or a not-foi-profit institution, I belioe in focus-
ing on mission, and in terms of mission I think we can be ery long-term, twenty -file or thirty years.

e must ask, what kind of institution are %),e trying to make this into? We want it to be great, but
'shot do %%e mean by greatness? What are Our long-term objeLtkes, what do we need to achioe them?

think after you define this ery long-term mission, then you take aLcount of the present obstacles.
I alluded to some of them the current trend toward careerism at too early a stage, and so on. You

)ok at the present problems and the present opportunities in light of that long-term mission and say,
"hat is my agenda for the next couple of years ?''



Saturday, June 23, 1984

ROI E. MOOR: "BUSINESS PROSPECTS FOR MIDWEST LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES"

Introduction by Elizabeth Hayford, president of the Associated Colleges of the .Midwest:

Dr. Roy E. Moor, Senior Vice-President and Chief Economist of the First National Bank of Chicago,
brings us both an affection for liberal arts colleges and an outstanding backgrouad in academia, go ern-
ment-ind business. He has taught at major research unnersities, including Hansard and Princeton,
at leading business schools, including UCLA and the Wharton School, and a leading liberal arts col-
lege, Williams College. In go ernment , he has sersed as an economist and consultant for the Treasury
Department and for the joint economic committee of Congress, and as an administratise assistant for
Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin. In 1965 he went to the prk ate sector, first with financial
institutions in Philadelphia and Ness York, and since 1981 at the First Chicago Bank.

Mr. Moor: We at the First National Bank of Chicago consider ourser es to be strategically dris en.
By this sse mean that, for oery market m, e are in, m,e forecast the most likely long-term business en-
vironment and then des clop a strategy to cope ith that emironment. My responsibility at the bank
is to forecast the bank's future environment. I siess my responsibility today as exactly the same: to
forecast as realistically as 1 can your specific environment through the next ten years. It would be presump
luaus of me es en to suggest the specific strategies that might be appropriate within this ens ironment
for each of your institutions. You should know, hoeer, that the emironment I am describing is com-
pletely consistent with the one sse hae deseloped for the bank and the one that the bank has built
its strategies on.

I fen, ently hope that none of you are offended by my application of business analysis to your
outlook. Yours are honored institutions, but no one in our society is immune to the forces of the
marketplace. Each of you competes for resources with all others ssho iess those resources as valuable.
You compete for potential students against each other, against all other institutions of higher learning,
and against labor markets. You compete for dollars with all the alternatiNe uses that people hae for
those dollars.

1 behoe strongly that the only ay to analyze your future emiromnent is to sieve each of you
as a company within a comktitke industry that competes in free markets. Therefore, in attempting
to forecast your fut tire ens ironment, I htke constructed a forecasting model in the same m, ay that sse
base for many other industries.

Before examining your specific future business ens ironment, hum, oer I would like to talk about
one generic characteristic of the economic and business emironment of the next ten sears that is in
sharp contrast to the last ten to fifteen years sse hae all lined through. There are, in addition, numerous
differences 1 will later describe that distinguish your ens iromdent during the next ten years from you
erkironment during the last ten to fifteen years. My reason for stressing these differences is because
all of us, indeed all business executi es, hale mind-sets based on our personal experience and that per
smutl experience has been largely acquired user the last ten to fifteen years. Therefore sse must reLognize
the differences between the past and future in order to adjust our thinking to incorporate the new realities
of the future emironment in des eloping our individual strategies.

Ahead: continued low inflation for ten years

The generic economic difference sse at First Chicago belies e must be recognized by all strategic
planners is that the next ten years will be characterized by consistently loss inflation. Es cry factor m,v,
know of that influences inflation points to continued loss inflation through at least the next ten years.
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Although there are many others, let me mention three of these factors which ha% e particular relettliLC
for you.

First, in eery industry in the United States there are no exceptions more acute price com-
petition exists today than e'er before in history. That conclusion stems from our analysis; it is also
supported by eAidence prodded to me by e \ecutk es from eery industry in the country. In part, this
acute price competition exists because markets ha% e broadened so that now %a-wally all markets are
international in scope. In part , competition has (Jo eloped because companies which were not effect ne
price competitors ha% e not sunned the last few years, so that only the most effective price competitors
remain. Another reason is that deregulation has eliminated barriers to price competition in many areas.
If, as I believe is appropriate, Midwest liberal arts colleges should be sieved as an industry, then y ou
too will be ,ignificantly affected by this price competition.

A second independent but complementary force leading to low inflation is a changed attitude toward
prices by households. In the '70s, rising prices were often an inducement to increase purchases because
of inflationary expectations, that is, the anticii tion that prices would rise e'en faster in the future.
By contrast, since 1980, the statistical tkidence show s conclusively that individuals have become more
acutely price sensitise than ever before in the postwar period. The evidence is mem helming. Since

, in eery single item or service in a household budget, purchases have declined whenever prices
hake risen. Conversely, eery time prices have been reduced for any item or service, the quantity pur-
chased has risen. Presumably, the services pro Lied through higher education are no dif'f'erent in this
respect from those pros ided by hospitals, lawyers, or airlines.

A third factor is a change in government policy orientation, both in monetary and fiscal policy.
The monetary authorities who, in the '70s, dewed a little inflation as being the least bitter pill to swallow
are now totally dedicated to eradicating inflation through e:.ry means at their disposal. In fiscal policy,
you will immediately think of the huge federal deficit. But as any of your economists can tell you,
no historical relationship has ever existed between the size of deficits and inflation. There is, of course,
an extremely close historical relationship between how deficits are financed and inflation. But since
:te Fed is dedicated to aYoiding monetizing the debt, the deficits are not and will not be financed through

stimulative monetary policy. The existence of a continuing huge federal deficit means that all politt
Liam, regardless of stripe., are being pressured by their constituencies as never before to reduce the
deficit through eery possible means. As far into the future as we can see, there will be extraordinary
pressures on all politicians at eery k% el of government to hold down and reduce expenditures. Thus
future political developments will have no effect on our inflationary forecast.

It's prudent to be a pessimist

Eden if you are not fully Lon% liked by these forces pointimz to continued low inflation, I would
strongly urge you to adopt the forecast. The reason is that in strategic planning it is necessary to use
LonserYatie forecast. In analyzing Nom environment. It is absolutely essential to eradicate all optimistic
assumptions. If there are mistakes in planning, let them be mistakes that come in the form of condi-
tion. being better than expected rather than worse than expected. We in the bank take the most realistic,
that 1,, the maxtmum-likelihot forecasts, and then trim them toward the pessimistic side so that we
,.an prepare for an adverse emironment and are less likely to be unpleasantly surprised.

In structuring a model for any Industry, it is c.,stomary to begin with revenues. The Associated
ltheges of We Midwest breaks down your revenues into fne categories. The largest, slightly over 500'o

of Lmes, comes 1 roin tuition and fees. Let me hold off this subject until after I hale briefly
touched on the other sources of re\

The second largest category of re en LK'S, accounting for about 2.(Wo of your total, comes from
what the ACM calk "sales and so ,es." These historically hale nosed in close conformity to "retail
sales" generally In the economy. In Meet, you are in business and directly compete with other retail
outlets. \ ou have the ad% antages of location and convenience, but you can only exploit these to a limited
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extent and presumably less than in the past because of the extreme price sensitisity of your customers.
In the past rise years, your revenues from sales and service have risen on average about 140'o a year,
similar to the experience in retail sales generally. About half of that as aerage annual increase has come
from gains in unit solume and the other half from price increases. During the next ten years, we expect
the average annual increase in retail sales to be about 8To. About 50'o to 6(','o of that 8 °'o for retail
sales generally will be in unit solume and only 20"o or so will be in price increases. You will presumably
be able to acheise the 2°-o or so price increases comparable to your competitors. But your volume in-
creases, 1 would guess, depend crucially on what happens to your enrollment. Thus, in forecasting
your sales and sers ices revenue, I would start with a 201) annual increase and then add or subtract
whatever changes you individually foresee in your enrollment.

The third largest source of :es enue to you accounting on average for about 120.o comes from
endowment income. Our long-term forecasts for interest rates are: first, that all fixed income markets
are currently locked in a long-term horizontal trading band; second, that throughout the next ten years,
there will be periods such as today of slowly rising rates and other periods of slowly declining rates,
but no trend will exist; third, there will always be a positive yield curse, that is, long rates will con-
sistently remain above short rates. In addition, stock prices should be slowly grossing although with
frequent down markets.

These corditions suggest a number of implications for your endowment resenue. First, you will
not be able to rely on consistently earning capital gains. Therefore the emphasis in port folio manage-
ment must be on yields and or. fixed income obligations. These yields should remain high. Next, to
the extent that you do not need to liquidate portions of your endowment portfolio, an appropriate
strategy would be to move into longer maturity fixed income obligations where yields are higher. I
would think that you could set a bogey of !P.() as yield you should consistently obtain, simply because
such yields are available in virtually riskless Treasury obligations. Because of the emphasis on yields,
you are not likely to have a high proportion of equities in a portfolio because the yields will be con-
sistently less than in fixed income obligations, unless you can reasonably anticipate significant and
sustainable capital gains. As an ex-money manager, I would doubt that this is possible. Therefore to
enhance endowment income beyond let us say a 13fro rate of return, it will be necessary for you to
attract additional endowment funds under management. This entails, as you well know, extensive
marketing efforts on your part, and each of you probably ,,Iready has a strategy for attracting such funds.

Before developing that point further, however, let us turn to the fourth largest source of revenue
for you. private gifts. These account on average for about 90'o of your total revenues. With these,
as 1, ith new endowment funds, it is necessary for you to develop your own marketing strategy. In con-
structing such strategy, you will need to take into account factors that are both favorable and unfavorable.
One such factor is that corporations, in this loss inflationary ens ironment, are needing to economize
on all types of costs, including endowments and gifts, both to institutions and to foundations. The
second factor is that we assume a continuation of lower than historical indis idual income tax rates
and therefore less tax advantage from contributions and gifts.

A third factor is that the opportunity costs of gift -gis ing are extraordinarily high, by which I mean
that donors sacrifice high yields in the marketplace that represent exceedingly attractise alternatives.

Another factor is that personal incomes should gross quite steadily, around 8 °'o per year, through
the forecast period. That is less than the 10 to 12°'o growth of the past ten to fifteen years, but nonetheless
good growth. The endowment and gift market has become more competitive than es er before, and
as you know, obtaining these funds represents a highly sophisticated art form. In general, 1 would
expect the rate of increase in gift-gis mg to slow substantially in the years ahead, but I cannot forecast
what that rate will be.
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Grants and contracts face tough budget pressure

The fifth largest source of revenues for your institutions is government grants and contracts, w high
currently amount to about 5cr,i) of your total revenues. As I suggested earlier, pressures for economir-
ing in this area are extraordinarily acute. Budgetary constraints in Washington and in state capitals,
which mean economizing wherever possible, must be assumed throughout the forecast period. The
reason is that interest on the national debt is rising rapidly and deficits will be rising after 1984 because
of slower econom;c growth, so the pressures become even more extreme. No states or localities in the
Midwest are immune to comparable pressures. The problem for you and for me in forecasting in this
area is that government grants and contracts have long lag features, so you continue to berzfit from
grants and contracts made a number of years earlier.

However, the amounts of grant' and contracts you have received in the last five years have grown
ever more slowly, and there is a dramatic slowdown observable in the last five years compared to the
preceding five years. My conclustiun is that, regardless of your activities in this area, absolute declines
lie ahead.

Now let us turn to tuitions and fees, which constitute slightly more than 50cr, of your gross volume.
Tuitions and fees can be forecast as a function of two variables: enrollment and tuition charges. The
enrollment outlook, n you know, is abysmal. I have independently assessed the demographic numbers
from the Census Bureau that have been used in the various studies you have read. I see no way to
avoid the fact that from 1979 to 1994 the number of 18-year-olds nationwide will drop about 26Q:1).
This means, of course, in,:reased competition among all colleges and universities for incoming students.

A second fact is tb.t our decline in 18-year-olds within the Midwest is even greater than the na-
tional average, althouFa of course varying state by state. Partial good news is that the net outmigra-
tion of families from :in: ;Midwest has stopped, although there is still some outmigration from agricultural
regions.

A further bit of good news is that demands for college education are again on the rise within high
school populations. In effect, colleges are again winning the competition against jobs and immediate
income,. We expect the unemployment rate to remain relatively high throughout the forecast period,
and therefore this preference toward college education should continue. But the offsetting factor is
that, associated with the increased demands for wIlege education, has been a commensurate shift towards
specific skills such as engineering and business management. I view this shift as a function of the
marketplace, and I believe it is likely to accelerate. It is a relative income phenomenon, namely that
prospective students and their families are attracted to fields where income levels are high and rising.

Another factor is that, nationwide, education of older workers without prior college education
is dearly slow ing dramatically for the oly,idus reason that the backlog of such people is diminishing.
Therefore, enrollments must be increasingly determined by the flow of 18-year-olds.

More 18-year-olds will be black, Hispanic

finally, the fact that about 75cro of 18-year-olds are going to college seems to be so constant that
I would not forecast a change. However, since the proportion of 18-year-olds who are black or Hispanic
is grow ing faster than the majority group, the 75 ero may in fact decline slightly unless specific actions
are taken to counteract it.

On tuition, the facts of the future are these: First, while families still are not particularly price
sensitive in deciding w hether children do or do not go to college, families are extremely price-sensitive
ul picking the college that their children attend. This price sensitivity, that is, sensitivity to the lock
of tuitions and fees, is more acute today than ever before and can only get more so.

Second, during the '70's, your tuitions and fees rose with inflation. However, since th. 1980 81
aLadcink year, y our tuitions and fees haws been rising progressively faster than inflation and personal
income to the point w here now, in the latest year, they are rising at double the rate of inflation. No
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other industry in the country is currently able to rake its prices more than the inflation rate Without
a more than commensurate decline in its sales and therefore in its total revenues.

Third, since 1978 your average financial aid per freshman has risen over 5011,i) taste' than the rate
of inflation. Fourth, the proportion of your freshmen receiving financial aid has risen from 540o in
1978 to over two-thirds in 1983. To state the fact crudely, you are buying your customers.

Finally, we expect the dollar to remain strong relative to % ir tuall, all foreign currencies. Therefore,
in comparison to the '70's, there will be an extremely high cost for foreign students coming to the
U.S. for education.

My overall conclusion from examining all these revenue sources is that each of you faces an ex-
traordinary squeeze on your revenue growth. Some of these pressures are inexorable, for example,
in sales and services, endow ments and gifts, and in government grants and contracts. Therefore what
you critically need is a strategy , especially with respect to enrollments and tuition. It would be presump-
tuous of me to suggest possible strategies, but the approach seems clear. Each of you individually must
decide on your market niche or niches. To whom are you appealing and how, relative to the competi-
tion? How Lan you differentiate yourself? Then, you must decide on marketing strategies focused on
those to w horn you are appealing. Somehow y ou must achieve market recc ;nition of the differentia-
tion you have selected.

Then you need a price strategy associated with your differentiated product. My only comment
here is that your pricing must be based solely on the marketplace, not on your costs. For example,
if you choose the niche of high quality education, your tuition IC% el will need to consider the tuition
levels both of other higher quality schools and of schools With lower quality. I have no doubt that
each of you can establish your on niche. But the primary challenge is to identify it, to market it,
and to price it.

So now I come, not to the bottom line, but to the punch line. The environment I have described
absolutely requires cost management by you as never before in your experience. Such cost manage-
ment is occurring in every other industry in the country, and, as I have indicated, you are not immune
to the same market pressures. Notice that I did not say cost cutting but rather cost management, get-
ting the maximum value out of every penny expended. In my view, this is your greatest challenge in
the next ten years. No cost is fixed, and no cost increases should go unchallenged. My guess Would
be that cost reductions are possible everywhere.

Clearly I should not presume to tell you how to manage your on institutions. But I can give
examples of how cost efficiencies are being achieved in other organizations and might be achieved in
your institutions. You, like every other business entity, buy products and services from the outside.
Your purchases include such sere ices as investment management, printing, legal sere ices, auditing, data
processing, and so forth. Here is where you can make competition work on your behalf. Most suc-
cessful businesses that I know of are today proudest of how they are economizing in their purchases
of outside services. The test is very simple. Are you paying less today for such services that you paid
twelve months ago? You should be.

The extent of the declines is in your hands becaus,: it is a buyer's market. In effect, you can put
all potential sellers of given services in the pit and let them compete for your business through price.
.1.s a personal example, in 1982, my department in the bank, Willa makes extensive use of data-processing
services, informed our provider that regardless of how he might choose to cut his fees We were going
to open up the bidding for our business to all his competitors and inform each of the prices being
offered by the others. The result in savings were in some instances as much a-, 700ro of what we had
been paying previously. 1 have talked to many businesse that have conducted similar strategies With
respect to the outside services they purchase

Another cost sector for you is your capital costs. In cost management, it must be assumed that
no costs are fixed. Is it possible that you have some excess capacity in real assets, including plant facilities,
that you could lease or rent? Many companies like to be located in a college environment. Indeed,
there may even be some synergism with you on educational efforts. A related example concerns the
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use of your facilities during the summer months. The overall conclusion concerning ,,apital is s:mply
that in this environment no business can afford to underutilize any capacity.

Another cost area involves efficient money management. Essentially, every company in the United
States is now maximizing its returns from cash. Many colleges and universities, including perhaps some
of you, have tuitions and fees sent directly to a cash manager who puts the amounts to vsurk instantly.
I have a personal example along similar lines. One of our daughters is currently in a college which
sends out their tuition and fee bills and explicitly indicates that interest will be charged if the amounts
are not received within ten days of mailing date. The difficulties of the mail are such that the ten-day
period is virtual.) impossible to meet, so ihterest is almost inevitably charged. This is nothing but good
business management, so I don't resent it too much.

Faculty compensation: problems and solutions

In the area of faculty salaries, you in the institutions represented here in this room did a good
job of holding average salaries and fringt benefits to reasonable increases in the '70s. But starting in
1981, the rate of increase in your average faculty salaries and fringe benefits has been 2`,.! times faster
than increases in the consumer price indk No other industry in the country is increasing its average
compensation that rapidly. What can you do in teims of your personnel practices? Many companies
have encouraged early retirements. You may need to reduce specialized offerings that are L.xpensive
and do not fit with your strategic niche. As virtually all companies ,he country are doing, you pro-
bably need to adjust your medical insurance coverage and other fringes to generate more price sen-
sitiv ity by the beneficiaries. Undoubtedly you can introduce more flexibility into your salary schedules
so that while good professors receive increases, poor professors and all of you undoubtedly have
some receive reductions, even if they are on tenure.

Finally, I can speak horn personal experience about a group in the population that you should
know about. This group has several chara. :teristics. They are more knowledgeable in their specialized
field', than, in general, your faculty members. They are better teachers than, in general, your faculty
members. They are cheaper to hire than, in general, your faculty members. And they have strong desires
to teach. I refer, of course, to retired persons.

What happens upon retirement ;o museum curators, professional musicians, professional writers
and editors, sociologists, politicians, and, yes, economists? I submit that these and many others like
them w ho have experience in their fields outside academia are more knowledgeable in their specialized
fields than the typical academician, simply because of that experience outside. I submit that they are
better teachers because they have had to teach to an audience that is more critical, more skeptical,
and more knowledgeable than college students. Their classes were not compulsory, and their students
had to be convinced that as teachers they could bring value to the students. I have never had students
as tough as the clients, customers, and fellow executives with whom I have had to work.

The many retirees out there are cheaper than your average faculty member because they have already
acquired sufficient assets to retire. And they desire to teach because they have accumulated experience
that they know is of great value to the young. As one who is approaching retirement, I can speak with
firsthand knowledge about this group.

The environment that I have described here is an extraordinarly hostile one for you. I have com-
plete faith, however, that you can meet the challenges. In my view, you must. You do have a vital
role to play in our educational process, I know that you are convinced of that and that you can over-
come the difficulties created by the env ironment. I hope that these remarks will help y Oil in that el fort.
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RUSSELL EDGERT,": "THE NEW ECONOMY AND THE OLD LIBERAL ARTS"

Introduction by John W. Pocock, chairman of the board of trustees, The College of Wooster,
and member of the Planning Committee for the symposium:

Russ Edgerton is the Paul Revere of One Dupont Circle. In that famous Washington headquarters
of higher education, his organization, the American Association for Higher Education, has taken on
the function of wiling every body's attention to new dangers and new opportunities for our colleges
and universities. That's exactly what we want him to do for us here today.

Russ's background includes faculty experience in the political science department of the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin, Madison, and several years service with the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, where he was much involved with the important Education Amendments At of 1972 and
with the establishment of the Fund for the Improvement of Post-secondary Education In 1977 he became
president of the AAHE. FL.'s an alumnus of Stanford, where he took his undergraduate degree, and
of Columbia, where he reLi.tved his Ph.D. in government. In 1978 he made Change Magazine's list
of 100 Young Leaders in AmeriLan Higher Education. He's exceptionally well qualified to talk to us
on how our liberal arts colleges Lan creatively fit into this changing economy and changing society of ours.

Mr. Edgerton: My assignment is to look into the connections between the . hanging econonik ter-
rain and the academic future of your colleges.

The new economy presents some obvious demands for new kinds of specialties and new literacies
(computer literary , technological literacy ) needed by all. This, however, is an occasion for looking beyond
these issues to more fundamental questions. When we are planning for the short run for next year's
budget and appointments we have to take the present configuration of academic departments and
programs pretty much as given. But if we e are strategizing about the long run, the present structure
and arrangements are themselves at question.

In honor of the spirit of this occasion, I will try therefore to go to the fundamental questions
of the liberal arts colleges. Are the liberal arts, as we know and teach them, appropriate to our future?
If not, what should take their place?

For many of your trustees, the economic terrain is familiar turf. But the academic areas of your
colleges are typically well posted with off-limits signs. Neither you nor your presidents, and certainly
not your faculties, feel very comfortable when you go fishing and hunting around such issues as whether
the existing academic departments are the best expression of your college's academic mission.

Yet if you take your role as trustee seriously , I think you'll be increasingly drawn into these areas.
You know that the most precious asset of your colleges is quality. At your price range, you have to
keep the quality edge. But what does this mean? Does it mean that you are selective in admitting students?
Or does it also mean that during their college years your students grow and de\ clop in the most impor-
tant ways most important to themselves as individuals and to our country? Once you've ,k ed this
S64 question, you're in the middle of the academic arena.

The Association of Governing Boards is coming out with a new publication on the academic af-
fairs role of the trustee. I agree with the thought behind this publication that trustees do have an im-
portant rote in this area. And that role, as I see it, is to ask the tough questions. With reference to
the changing economy, what are these? Some of the most important are shown in our first chart, "The
Creative Balance."
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THE CREATIVE BALANCE

TRADITIONS, CAPACITIES

Whom Do We Serve?

Social Group

Local/National

Unselective/Selective

Low-Income/High-Income

TO What Purpose?

Vocation/Profession

General/Liberating

Via What Academic Strategies?

Breadth/Depth

Curricular Strengths

The Extra-Curriculum

By What Methods?

Day/Evening/Weekend

Passive/Active

Lecturing/Coaching/Mentoring

Theory/Application

THE CHANGING CLIENTELE

Who Are Our Future Students?

Traditional Age

Lower Achieving

Adults

What Will They Want?

Specializations

Etc.

CHANGING SOCIETAL NEEDS

What New Forces?

Science and Technology

Economic and Political

Cultural and Demographic

What New Requirements?

Work

Citizenship

Personal Fulfillment

Let me say, first of all, that academic strategizing must take more than the economy into account.
In setting a course, we need to look inside to our college traditions and the capacities of our facilities,
and uutside to the changing nature of our students and the changing requirements of the society they enter.

Colleges differ in the degree to which they are inner-directed and other directed. Some colleges St.
John's in Annapolis, for example believe they have a program for all students and all seasons. They
are completely inner-directed. Other colleges the community colleges are the best example are
N er y responsive to the wishes of students and/or the changing needs of business and industry.

We also go through different eras in which we become focused on one or another point of reference.
In the 1950s and 1960s, when there was a seller's market, the curriculum and missions of colleges un-
folded according to an internal logic. The v iews of the faculty as to what should be taught tended
to prevail. In the late 1960s, we began to focus more and more on students. The dominant question
of the day was, how uo we respond to the students (be they elite students demanding relevance, disad-
vantaged students requiring special help, or adult students needing new forms of service)? In the mid
seventies, when the numbers of college graduates began to outstrip the number of available "college
type" jobs, the focus shifted again. The dominant question became, how do we respond to the needs
of the economy?

My point in this is that each of your colleges will come to its own unique view about what weight
to give internal and external factors, and the changing economy is but one of many points of reference
to be taken into account.

I believe that none of your colleges can or should avoid looking outside. Further, I believe that,
looking outside, there is a more compelling Lase than ev er before for a kind of higher learning which
is not only specialized but general and liberating.

I get to this position looking at the changing economy. I get there looking at the changing re-
quirements for citizenship in an increasingly technological soLietY. I get there looking at the terms and
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HISTORICAL MISSIONS

1776 FORWARD MINISTERS, DOCTORS,

THE PRE -CIVIL WAR COLLEGE LAWYERS, EDUCATED AS

GENTLEMEN

CLASSICAL CURRICULUM

MENTAL DISCIPLINE

CHARACTER

(CAMBRIDGE)

1865 FORWARD

CORNELL AND THE LAND

GRANT MOVEMENT

COMPETENT FARMERS,

MECHANICS, ETC,

EDUCATION SUPPLANTS

APPRENTICESHIP4

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

IN "USEFUL" SUBJECTS, EG,

AGRICULTURE a THE

MECHANIC ARTS

(SCOTLAND)

1867 FORWARD

JOHNS HOPKINS AND THE

RESEARCH MOVEMENT

SCHOLARS IN THE

EMERGING DISCIPLINES

SCHOLARLY INQUIRY,

THEN SPECIALIZATION

TEACHING AS BY-PRODUCT

(GERMANY)

1880's FORWARD

REVIVAL OF LIBERAL ARTS/ PERSONS

GENERAL EDUCATION IDEAL

CULTUR,I, WELL-ROUNDED ESSENTIAL CONTENT:

HUMANITIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

WESTERN C IV

ETC.

conditions for leading a fulfilling life. I get there through a philosophy of being pro-active rather than
passive about our future by believing that we should graduate the kind of people who will bring
about the kind of society we want to live in.

That's the good news. If anything, you should be more confident, more assertive, about the im-
portance of your colleges' bask mission. But most of you believe this, or else you wouldn't be here.
You don't need a Vince Lombardi pep talk on the virtues of a liberal education.

So what's the bad news? The bad news is that our traditional model the version of liberal arts
education we have been committed to since the turn of the century is in need of a basic overhaul.

I'll present my case in several parts. First, I'll characterize what I take to be our present version
of a liberal arts education. Then I'll take a little tour through the new economy. Finally, I'll suggest
the kind of liberal arts experience I think our future requires.

Our present version of liberal education came together in the 1890s, a product of forces and debates
which went on throughout the 19th century. I think it's important to have a feeling for this inheritance,
so let me g.ve you a two-minute history, with the aid of our second chart, "Historical Missions."

First, there vas the vision of Harvard and 250 or so other colleges which grew up before the Civil
War. Then mission 1N as to prepare the sons of established families for careers in the three professions
of the time the ministry, law, and medicine. They also believed that people who entered these pro-
fessions should be first certified as gentlemen. They accomplished this mission through the classical
curriculum, starting with a year in Latin, as well as a strict extra-curriculum, compulsory chapel and
all that.

But what was as really going on in these colleges was the teaching of mental discipline and character.
The faculty weren't professionals, they were clergy who taught a variety of subjects. They believed
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deeply in the importance of these subjects, but they sass these subjects as means, not ends. Latin was
a vehicle to train the mind, not a body of knowledge all mat useful for the future careers of their students.
To be sure, their view of mental discipline was a far cry from what today we call critical thinking.
There was lots of rote memorization, as tl- .:re is today in Japanese high schools. But an insight was
there which I'll return to later on the insight that the process of thinking is what is really essential,
not the subject matter.

At Yale in the 1820s, they debated this issue at ;-eat length, and the famous Yale report of 1828
talked about the "furniture and the discipline of the mind." Both were de:med important, and of
course you couldn't teach discipline without some subject matter as a context. But the authors of the
Yale report sere clear about which was most important: it was the discipline of the mind.

Well, after the Cis it War these colleges were just too precious for a nation engaged in starting
an industrial resolution and winning the West, and they gase way to our unis ersity mosement. The
new unis ersities moved in two related but different ditections. Cornell and the other land grant uniser-
shies organized themselves around the needs of farmers and mechanics for practical and useful
know ledge and brought applied science into the curriculum. Johns Hopkins and other research-
oriented universities looked to Germany, where scholars w ere expanding the frontiers of knowledge
in the theoretical disciplines.

In the new universities, faculty who were specialists in a particular field of inquiry replaced the
all-purpose clergy as teachers. Teaching became a matter of passing on to students the fruits of their
scholarly pursuits. Specialized subject matter became, not the vehicle, but the end in itself. The univer-
sities also relaxed their grip on the extracurriculum and, as a result, both mental discipline and character
development declined as intentional outcomes of the undergraduate college. In the hands of the univer-
sities, the worldly gentleman gas e way to the technically and scientifically trained worker and professional.

Finally, the university mosement itself stirred a counter-react*Jn, and toward the end of the cen-
tury we see a reassertion of the ideal of the liberally educated person. A number of classical colleges
were born again along these lines, and a number of new colleges were founded. The universities round-
ed out their curricula to include courses in general and liberal education. During World War I, Colum-
bia Unisersity introduced a course in Western civilization, and others soon followed.

This is your legacy this ideal of graduating a more well-rounded person. What it meant at the
thae, and still means, is that certain academic subjects, especially courses in the humanities, were regarded
as essential. The ideal is that of a Renaissance person, a triple threat student, equally versed in the
arts and humanities, in the social sciences, and in the natural sciences.

Now let's speed this story fast-forward to the present. After World Vv'ar II, the universities train-
ed the faculty who went out to teach in your colleges and throughout the four-year sector. These facul-
ty are, first and foremost, specialists in various fields of inquiry'. Teaching is primarily an activity of
imparting the knowledge they have learned about their specialized fields.

The result, in terms of what it is that your students learn, is shown in the bar chart, "The Liberal
Arts Today".

First, lots of specialized information and knowledge.
Second, some general information and knowledge via "breadth" requirements across the various

fields
Third, students acquire certain intellectual abilities such as how to reason and solve problems dur-

ing the course of their studies. But these abilities are learned as by' products. All faculty' who are good
teachers teach these abilities to some extent. But there are not many places where they are explicitly'
part of the curriculum, the focus of tests, the subject of faculty discussion. The one exception is writing.
In many colleges, faculty across departments not just the faculty in the English department share
responsibility for the teaching of writing. But responsibility' is not shared for the other abilities. ft's
assumed that they just "happen."

Fourth, students who are invols ed in student gosernment and other activities acquire the social
skills which are a component of leadership. But this happens through serendipity rather than design.
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THE LIBERAL ARTS TODAY

TEACHING AND CURRICULA PRODUCTS OF:

11 "ESSENTIAL CONTENT" LEGACY OF THE 1880's
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Not many places intentionally design experiences which will enable all their students to acquire leader-
ship skills, or integrate this agenda with the formal curriculum.

Fifth and finally, some students pick up due commitments along the way. But again, not many
colleges push a value agenda very hard.

So much for a quick simplified %ley., of the old liberal arts. My main point is that general and
liberal education has,e come to L.: identified with the teaching of a particular body of knowledge, like
Western civilization, and that intellectual abilities, social and leadership skills, and alues have been
submerged by the drive toward professionalization and specialization. Before I go on to what indi%iduals
and society need the new economy are there any questions? Is my characterization too harsh?

Robert M. Gavin, Jr., President-elect of Macalester College: It's true that the description in the
college catalogue is usually the reverse of what appears on the bar chart. But if we =,ant to talk about
quantifying, it doesn't make much sense to have a bar graph that mixes knowledge in specific fields
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in with things like values and social skills, because these things have a quite different time scale in
the educational process than specific-field knowledge.

It may indeed be true that if you give a test to someone to measure something, the tests usually
reflect knowledge of specific fields, but that's just because people spend a lot less time trying to test
things like intellectual abilities and social skills and values.

Mr. Edgerton: Alexander Astin of UCLA, in his annual survey of college freshmen, asks ques-
tions along these lines, and he gets a bar graph that's even more sharply skewed to speLifi,, knowledge
and general knowledge. They say they're learning much less in terms of particular intellectual abilities
or things that you might characterize as leadership and character development. I would argue that if
you ask about the expectations that faculty hold for their students, what do they test for, you find
that they test for specific knowledge and sometimes general knowledge.

Now, if you ask facility., aren't you interested in ana;ysis and problem-solving and communica-
tions skills and so on, they'll say, Oh, yes, and they will confirm that that's going on in the classroo ?n.
But then if' you say, How exactly do you do that? Do you give an examination in which you test for
these abilities in your students? If you ask these questions, you'll find that very few examinations are
in any explicit and self-conscious way designed to test for intellectual abilities as contrasted with knowledge
of a field.

Richard E. Rosser, President of DePai1w University: I think another thing to ask is, oventy years
after they graduate, what has been the real impact? I suspect on that basis we're closer to what our
catalogues say, because twenty years from now if you examine graduates, their specific knowledge and
even general knowledge will be much less, but there may be discernible impact in terms of values and
soLial skills and general intellectual ability. That may be the thing we need to examine, and it's also
one of the most difficult to ascertain.

Mr. Edgerton: Well, if it happens as a by-product or serendipitous part of the culture of the in-
stitution, we're lucky, and we hope that's the case. We should be open to the proposition that it ought
to be more intentional, and that if it were made more intentional, that we would increase the potency
of our institution. For example, if you read Peters and Waterman, In Search of Excellence, their descrip-
tion of the charateristics of an excellent institution includes the notion that the institution gives con-
sistent signals about the kind of priorities that are really important. Now if we had a consistent set
of signals about ability development the range of abilities which we'd all agree are those most im-
portant for life success as the express agenda of the institution, would it not be the case that students
who now say to themselves, "I'm not prepared for anything, I'm a history major, and I don t know
what to do, would instead say, "I've got problem- soling ability, analytical capability, communica-
tions skill, values, capacities I can do everything!"

James R. Madison, trustee of Antioch University: Looking at your bar chart, and your previous
slides, it strikes me that the exit interview or the exit examinations of the students in the past might
have reflected a similar concern with field and content, say of Latin, at the expense of general abilities
and values.

Mr. Edgerton: That's a very good point. I'm no educational historian, btu from the reading I've
done I'd say there was an expliLa consciousness about something they ...died mental discipline that
was different from simple subject matter retention.
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Let me lease this and shift to the new economy. It seems to me that there are three fundamentally
new conditions. One is that we are in an economy which is driven by an accelerating impact of scienze
and technology. The world-wide R & D enterprise is now about $150 billion, employing about three

L.pnillion scientists and engineers. Of all the scientists and engineers who e%er lined and worked, 80 to
901110 are now !king and working. That's not as amazing as it sounds, because scientists and engineers
grow exponentially retail% e to the rest of society, and the same statement has been true for the last
two or three hundred years, ever since we'e really had a science and engineering work force. But what's
really new and different is the built-in dynamic which this group of people now bring to our Maus.
Yesterday the computer, today telecommunications, tomorrow genetic engineering. I read recently that
Japan was thinking of bringing robots into the fast food industry. Can you imagine what would hap-
pen in this country to teen-age employment if we robotized all the fast food franchises?

It used to be that all the te:ecommunications technologies were partitioned neatly in terms both
of their technology and their use. Telephones were for conversations, telex was for news and enter-
tainment, and so on. Now, due to the resolutions in digital electronics, they 're all scrambled up into
one grand sy stem. But we ha% en't seen anything yet, until we get to what's coming in the genetic re% olu-
tion. We are breeding plants that will grow in deserts, we're building hormones that will make cows
grow faster aud produce more milk, and we're mo%ing up on the question of how much of oursel% es
we want to replace through genetic manipulation.

But the really important thing is Al% in Toffler's point not the direction of change, but the pace
of change. The Industrial Resolution brought society a sense of hurry that was ne% er there before in
human history, and we are now in a new resolution in which the pace of change is absolutely fantastic..
I think that hac a lot to do with the mission and future of the liberal arts college.

The second new condition is % ulnerability to the global economy. OPEC really .iignaled the end
of the postwar era; import- and - export patterns are %ery different in the 1980s from back in 1970, and
because of this we are On a productkity treadmill. If you are in a sheltered business, like cutting hair,
if productkity slumps, people may ha% e to pay more money for a haircut, but the business itself doesn't
get taken away, except by somebody else down the road. It's still part of the American economy. If
you ha% e a business exposed to foreign competition and producti% ity slumps, you lose the business
itself. And recent estimates are that something like 70Erl) of our economy is no longer sheltered. BeLause
it's exposed to foreign competition, we hae to keep up productkity not only to compete among oursel% cs
but with producers in other countries who are also racing to keep up producti% ity.

Thus, we are on a treadmill that is moing faster and faster. There are e% en some arenas of com-
petition in the world hich we can no longer enter, in the face of the low wage base of other countries.
Because of these conditions we are searching for new as to earn our national li Mg. We are mo% ing,
from whole industries in which we no longer can compete up into arenas of competition where we
stand a better chance. A real strategic question fot. America is, what are our natural competiti% e ad-
%antages? The answer we hear more and more is the combination of our skilled labor arid Produt.tion
Ile \ibility and our entrepreneurism and dynamism that help us to keep [no\ ing into new markets.

Finally, thei e is the new sitar, and composition of the work force: the baby-boom-and-bust
phenomenon, the minority -youth phenomenon, and the aging society phenomenon. The,%anguard baby
boomer is now thirty-eight years old, and the competition for mid-career jobs is % ery intense. Also,
this is the most educated work force in American history, and the management literature is now more
and more stressing the fact that these people can't be managed as they used to be. A new stud) by
the Public Agenda Foundation on the work ethic concludes that the work ethic is Ake and well. The
problem is a commitment gap. Managers don't know how to elicit from the educated work force thL
kind of commitment needed to increase productivity.



That's the landscape. What do these conditions imply for us? The first question we need to ask
is. will there be jobs? I think the impression up until very recently has been largely negative, a drumbeat
of unemployment statistics that have made us fairly down about the dynamism of our economy.
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But nobody issues monthly reports on the rate of new job formation. The rate of new job forma-
tion t't.) the last thirty years has been absolutely bstriking. We created 28 million new jobs in the '50s,
24 million in the '60s, 22 million in the '70s, and the projections are that we will continue to create
new jobs in the future. This data Lame out of the recent summit meeting in west Europe, where the
Europeans were asking, How do you do it? What's the American secret? The secret, .:ie pearl in the
oy stet for us, is entret,:eneurial minded managers. If I were arguing the benetits of a liberal arts education
in the light ot this economy, I would stress that the dynamisn of the American economy depends not
only on the skill level of the work fore but on the kind of enterprising, productive managers who
Lreate new jobs. New studies at on who does the job-crtzting tasks indicate that about the time
Jyhn Calbraith Lame out with The '%,"(.,$%, Inchotnal State was about the last time that his thesis made

rc'nsc. Today it's not the Fortune 500 Lonipanies that are creating the new jobs, it's the many small
firms all over the country. They are the really dynamic force in the economy.

\\ ill time be ' "college type" jobs? If we look at the chart showing conventionally defined categories
4 ot college -type employment, that is, the professional-technical-managerial category of the work force,

we see that there's been a steady and impressive increase in the growth level. The problem is that the
supply of college graduates is also growing dramatically. What happened earlier was that while the
rate ot new-job creation for college graduates grew, the supply of graduates grey, even faster. In the
'70s, the civilian work force grew by 3800, while the college-educated work force grew by 85To. Now
as we look to the future, again within the conventionally defined framework of college-type jobs, we
see a continued growth in the jobs and perhaps an easing of the pressure because of the baby bust,
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with fewer students coming out of our institutions. Most people think that the rate of increase of women
entering the labor force can't stay where it has been, so there may be some relaxing of the pressure
for entry-level %%or!, and therefore some relaxing of the intense vocationalism that some of our col-
leges have faced in the last fifteen years. It seems to me that students have always seen college in career
terms, but in the '60s they could be relaxed about it, because it didn't matter what you studied, there
were lots of jobs when you got out. Under the pressure of the economy of tie '70s and '80s, that's
changed. The students haven't changed; the situation.changed.
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But what kind of students do we need? Here we come to the image of the last year or so that
the et..unomy of the future needs above all technicians and specialists, computer scientists and so on.
AS "Twenty Fastest Growing Occupations" shows, it's true that the rate of growth is very important
in the high-technology occupations. We often hear about this from the press. But what we hear less
often is that the growth in these occupations derives from a very small base. The lists of "Twenty
Occupations With Largest Job Growth" is very diferent. There's very little overlap between the two
lists. Only when you extend the list of "Largest Job Growth" to a second twenty do you get some
noticeable overlap, and it still isn't all that much.

Now let's look at the chart on "High Technology Job.," There are three ways in which we can
talk about high-technology jobs. We can talk about the proportion of technology-oriented workers
tq the average for all of industry, and in that definition, from the present through 1995, you might
classify 16% to 17% of new jobs as high-technology jobs. If you use a definition based on Research
and Development expenditures, only 3% to 4 °,o of new jobs are high-tech. If you combine the defini
eons, as the Labor Department has done, for the last series of projections, there's a middle ground
of 8% to 900. But the reality is that out of 23.4 to 28.6 million new jobs, in the next 10-12-15-y'W
period, a million to 4.6 million would be in high-tech industries, which I think is less than most people
get a sense of when they read the daily press.
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TWENTY FASTEST' GROWING OCCUPATIONS
1982-1995

Occupation
Percent Growth in

Employment

Computer service technicians 96.8

Legal assistants 94.3

Computer systems analysts 85.3

Computer programmers 76.9

Computer operators 75.8

Office machine repairers 71.7

Physical therapy assistants 67.8

Electrical engineers 65.3

Civil engineering technicians 63.9

Peripheral EDP equipment operators 63.5

Insurance clerks, medical 62.2

Electrical and electronic technicians 60.7

Occupational therapists 59.8

Surveyor helpers 58.6

Credit clerks, banking and insurance 54.1

Physical therapists 53.6

Employment interviewers 52.5

Mechanical engineers 52.1

Mechanical engineering technicians 51.6

Compression and injection mold machine

operators, plastics 50.3

Source: Monthly Labor Review, November 1983, "Occupational

Employment Projections to 1995"
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FIRST TWENTY OCCUPATIONS WITH LARGEST JOB GROWTH
1982-1995

Occupation

Change in

Total Employment

(in thousands

Percent of

Total

Job Growth

Building custodians 779 3.0

Cashiers 744 2.9

Secretaries 719 2.8

General clerks, office 696 2.7

Salesclerks 685 2.7

Nurses, registered 642 2.5

Waiters and waitresses 562 2.2

Teachers, kindergarten and

elementary 511 2.0

Truckdrivcrs 425 1.7

Nursing aides and orderlies 423 1.7

Sales representatives, technical 385 1.5

Accountants and auditors 344 1.3

Automotive mechanics 324 1.3

Supervisors of bluecollar workers 319 1.2

Kitchen helpers 305 1.2

Guards and doorkeepers 300 1.2

Food preparation and service

workers, fast food restaurants 297 1.2

Managers, store 292 1.1

Carpenters 247 1.0

Electrical and electronic

technicians 222 .9
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SECOND TWENTY OCCUPATIONS WITH LARGEST JOB GROWTH
1982-1995

Change in Percent of

Occupation Total Employment Total

_sill thousands) Job Growth

Licensed practical nurses 220 .9

Computer systems analysts 217 .8

Electrical engineers 209 .8

Computer programmers 205 .8

Maintenance repairers, general

utility 193 .8

Helpers, trades 190 .7

Receptionists 189 .7

Electricians 173 .7

Physicians 163 .7

Clerical supervisors 162 .6

Computer operators 160 .6

Sales representatives,

nontechnical 160 .6

Lawyers 159 .6

Stock clerks, stockroom and

warehouse 156 .6

Typists 155 .6

Delivery and route workers 153 .6

Bookkeepers, hand 152 .6

Cooks, restaurants 149 .6

Bank tellers 142 .6

Cooks, short order, specialty and

fast food 141 .6
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How does this translate into college-educated workers entering the high-technology industries?
If you look at tilt. "Projected 1982-95 Growth in Technology-Oriented Occupations," you'll see the
projected growth for all groups, then the professional category of the work force, and finally within
the professional category the group of technology-oriented workers engineers, life scientists, physical
scientists, mathematicians, and other technicians and specialists whose job categories require postsecon
day education (as distinct from people like computer programmers who are simply technicians). Next,
you will see that the category of "College Educated High Technology Workers" is projected to grow
rapidly, to expand by about 1.5 million new jobs. That's about 6°7o of all new jobs, which is an im-
presske growth but still probably a smaller proportion than most of us hake been led to imagine.

One of the hardest things to find in the literature about the changing economy is the perspectike
of an educator. people write from either an economic perspectike or a management perspectike.
hear hat's happening with management organizations, but leery little about the educational implica-
tions. What I did in this next chart, "Regaining Our Competitike Edge," is to take the framework
from sekeral management books and the Public Agenda study on the work ethic, and create an image
of the kind of work organization that lies already with the implied thesis for educational planning.
The thesis i, that we are moking from an era of high k ol u me production of standardized goods into
an era where skilled labor and a flexible work force gike us our competitive advantage, in custom-
tailored products, precision engineering products, high-technology products. From static markets we
moke to fluid markets, from hierarchical organizations based on the old scientific management prin-
ciples to versatile organizations based on principles of open management.

We used to hake the three classiL principles of Frederick W. Taylor, specialization of tasks, predeter-
mined operating procedures, and management separated and layered from workers. These were the
expression of the managerial imagination of the indust ial era, and the basis for our success our
extraordinary suLLess. But if you look at the kind of work, the nature of work and the nature of workers
in the newer, more kersatile organization, you get a leery different kind of feeling about what's needed
in the organization of work.

We go from routine work to changing work, from low discretion jobs to high discretion jobs,
from unskilled and semi-skilled labor to technically slilled labor, from indikidual performance to team
performance. All of th,:.t has some leery significant things to suggest, it seems to me, about the kind
of people that the economy will need in the future.

So let's look at the chart citing the characteristics of professionals and managers in the new organiza-
tions. This shows the need to moke from managing to innokating, from specializing to integrating,
from ordering to collaborating. We need, in short, people who can take the initiatike, be creatike, an-
tiLipate problems to be sulked, people who can moke an entire organization to a new product line by
grossing the boundaries and moking across functions, and espeLial:y people who hake collaboratike
skills, in leading, persuading, working with teams, and so on.

Well, where does all this lease us? I think it leases us with three fundamental propositions, pro-
positions highly relevant to the future of liberal arts colleges.

The first is that specialists are important but not us important as we popularly assume. The need
is exaggerated. There are not too many areas where our economic growth is limited for lack of specialized
talent.

The second is that there is a growing need for generalists, but not the generalists of old. Not in-
dikiduals who "know" ekerything, a la the Renaissance person. Rather, it is a need for generalists
who hake the kind of traits we hake let slip away from the agenda of education individuals who
are intellectually able to learn new things, to identify and sole problems; indik iduals who Lan lead
others in task-oriented situations; and individuals with initiative and character.

The third is that people with these characteristk are needed throughout our organizations, not
just at the top. The entrepreneurs of the industrial era were the hard-driking leaders at the top. But
Rosabeth Kantor now talks about the quiet entrepreneurism of the mid-managers. Robert Its:ik..11 talks
about flexible workers as the key to organizational versatility.
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY JOBS

1982-1995

Oefininq Criteria:

#1: Technology-oriented workers

times average for all

industries 08 industries)

#2: Research and development

expenditures to net sales

twice the average for all

industries (6 industries)

16-17: of new jobs

3- 0 of new jobs

#3: Combination (28 industries) 8- 9: of new jobs

Outlook:

Out of 23.4-28.6 million new jobs, 1.0 to 4.6 million in

high technology industries

Source Monthly Labor Review, November 1983, High Technology Today and Tomorrow. A Small Slice of the
Employment Pie-

ladgai982-95(ip.MsINCHNOLOGY-ORIENTEL

OCCUPA-
IIONAL 12821295duhiBEL2facea__
bROUP

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 1982A5

ALL OCCU-
PATIONS 101510 127110 26600 25.2

PROFES-
SIONAL 16584 21775 5191 31.3

TECH.
URIENTED 3287 4795 1508 45.9

Source Monthly Labor Review, November 1983, High Technology Today and Tomorrow A Small Slice of the
Employment Pie"
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DEMAND FOR COLLEGE EDUCATED HIGH TECHNOLOGY WORKERS
Includes:

Engineers, life and physical scientists, mathematical

specialists, engineering and science technicians, computer

specialists

Work:

Involves indepth knowledge of principles of science,

engineering, and mathematics underlying technology. (As

distinct from computer operators or service technicians.)

Growth rate nearly double average.

1.5 to 1.6 million new jobs.

6Z of all new jobs.

Source. Monthly Labor Review, November 1983, "High Technology Today and Tomorrow. A Small Slice of the
Employment Pie"
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REGAINING OUR COMPETITIVE EDGE
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3. MANAGEMENT SEPARATED &
LAYERED

ROUTINE WORK

Low DISCRETION
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INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
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NEW ERA

FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION BASED ON

SKILLED LABOR

FLUID MARKETS

VERSATILE ORGANIZATION;

PRINCIPLES OF OPEN MANAGEMENT

1. BROAD JOB CHARTERS

2. FLEXIBLE PROCEDURES

3. OOPERATIyE PROALEM-
OLVING; rLuio 160UNDARIES

CHANGING WORK

HIGH DISCRETION

TECHNICALLY SKILLED

TEAM PERFORMANCE
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TASKS/CAPACITIES OF PROFESSIONALS AND MANAGERS

Old Economy

I. Managing

II. Specializing

H 1. Ordering

New Economy

I. Innovating

initiate, take risks

--be creative, anticipate

problemsto be solved

--persist

II. Integrating

--see problems "whole"

sensitivity to external

environment

cross boundaries

organizational

specialities

cultures

III. Collaborating

--lead, persuade,

negotiate

work with teams

--elicit commitment from

others

Now let's return to our original concern for excellence. The first question a trustee should ask
about his or her college is, what's really important?

As I stated at the outset, many of our faculty are in the transfer-of-information business. In the
hands of our better teachers, more is happening. students are acquiring knowledge and understanding
as well. But our graduates cannot live on knowledge alone, nor I suspect can our liberal arts colleges
survive if they are solely in the information,"knowledge-transmission business. More and more people
are going to acquire information and knowledge on their own, via home computers and other sources.

Our comparative advantage lies yvith the classic function of teaching intellectual abilities and
charauer the kind of teaching that requires real encounters with excellent teachers. So, if you wanted
to play a role in the academic life of your college, what questions would you ask?

I'd start, perhaps first, with the question, what do we mean by breadth? We know that to get
jobs and go to graduate school, our students need to specialize. We know what assembly lines of courses
they should take to master the specialized knowledge necessary for entry into various careers and fields.
But beyond offering these kinds of courses, what do we want to achieve? The defining characteristic
of a liberal arts college is that something else is going on. What is it? What do we mean by turning
out more "well-rounded" students?

You have my biases on this topic. I think we have gotten ourselves locked into a view that certain
bodies of knowledge are indispensable. But if you believe, as I do, that the heart of the matter lies
in the abilities acquired in the course of studying things, you can relax about what subjeus anc used
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as N chides for this teaching. Clearly it's important to introduce students to the three great intellectual
traditions the natural sciences, the social sciences, and the arts and humanities because different
abilities ace learned While studying these broad fields. But it's hard to argue that any particular subject
is essential. I'd fight for requiring something in the humanities, but I wouldn't go down fighting for
Shakespeare.

Second, I'd ask why students have to take general/liberal education subjects before they can
specialize. We has e constructed an assembly line based on the knowledge sequences of the hard sciences.
You'd better take algebra and trig before trying calculus. But much of the body of knowledge we wish
to pass on isn't hierarchically organized, and there is no valid reason why students have to suffer through
a watered-down introductory course before getting to the meat.

THE NEXT QUARTER CENTURY

Liberal Education

Academic/social elite,

traditional age

Transmitting culture

General/liberal learning

precedes specialization

Essential content

Abilities as.byproduct

Leadership through

serendipity

Liberating Education

Ordinary people, including

adults

Preparing for the future

General/liberal learning(,grows

out of specialization

Relative content

Abilities as "dual curriculum"

Leadership consciously

developed

More to the point, our students are interested in practical and career-relevant courses. So why
not let them pursue these interests, and let the broadening experience grow out of that? Let the ex-
perience be one of broadening out from a specialty. I'd add here that the difference between liberal
and vocational education lies not only in the nature of the subject, but the attitude by Which a subject
is taught. If, in a course in auto repair, the conversation turns to the invention of the internal combos
non engine, and moves on from there to the role of the automobile in American life, that certainly
is a liberal education. Conversely, a sociology course can be taught as a vocational course, the voca-
tion being to become a sociology professor.

Third, I'd ask What the college commitment is to the teaching of abilities, and how this commit-
ment can be strengthened. More and more colleges are realizing that explicit attention to writing must
be the business, not just of the English department, but of all departments. Writing must be taught
"across the curriculum." How about other abilities? Why cannot we give similar attention to speak
ing? Critical thinking? Creative problem-solving?

At one college I'm fond of, students are introduced to this "agenda of abilities" at the very outset,
and tested for acquiring these abilities all along the way. Take speaking as an example. During the
orientation, they are asked to give a three-minute speech on why they want to go to this college. The
speech is N ideo- t aped , and from that point forward they have their own video -tape like their on text
book. At various points through the year, in various classes, their performances will be Ni ideo t aped ,

in sequence. You can go to this college, take a video -tape from the shelf, and watch a student grov,
before your eyes. It's a thrill to watch.
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Fourth, I'd ask questions about the commitment to leadership and character development. Leader-
ship of course is a many-faceted thing, and is developed throughout the college experience. The dimension
we've especially lost is leadership with a small "1" social skills in leading groups and taking charge.
I'd ask how many of your students participate in what kind of campus activities, and whether more
can be done. And I'd ask whether more teaching can be done through collaborative groups, so more
students can learn w hat it means to solve intellectual problems while working with others.

Let me, in sum, show you a final chart, which highlights some of the directions we might move
in to keep pace with our fast-moving society. We should consider whether and how to move:

from a v iew of our role as passing on a particular body of knowledge to liberating our students
by giving them the abilities essential for dealing with the future;

from serving the elite and 18-year-olds to serving ordinary people, including adults;

from a model in which general:liberal learning precedes specialization to a model in which
general/liberal learning grows out of specialization;

from a v iew that certain content is essential to a view that content is relative to who the students
are and what they are preparing to be;

from a situation in which abilities are developed as a by-product to a situation in which abilities
are self-consciously taught and assessed;

from a situation in which some students acquire leadership skills serendipitously to a situation
in which leadership skills are expected of all, and explicitly developed as part of a self-conscious strategy.

Thanks for your thoughtful attention.

Discussion

William Cap!?s, trustee and former president of Kenyon College: I have one question, on what you
said about any particular subject not being essential. I remember back in the sixties when you could
go through college and come out knowing nothing but one subject, and I don't think that was good,
but how do you assure an adequate breadth to a student's curriculum?

Mr. Edgerton: I think that it's very important to introduce students to a variety of modes of in-
quiry and types of subjects. I think it can be argued that there's something about the social sciences
and something about the natural sciences and something about humanities, for example, that's intrin-
sically important and that's different. But it seems to me that there's less of an argument for politcal
science against sociology or one kind of history against another kind of history, which I think are the
arguments you often hear from faculty as you face retrenchment. I was at a college about three weeks
ago where nineteen department chairs were all claiming to be absolutely essential to the mission of
the institution. I think that that kind of view is not only based on the career agendas of the faculty,
but it grows out of the kind of tradition which I took note of, a tradition that perhaps should not
go unexamined. It seems to me that we can combine things in lots of different ways.

Question: How can we fix existing faculty to these new demands in subject matter?

Mr. Edgerton: The exciting potential of focusing on abilities is that you can combine faculty in
new and different ways. The philosophy faculty know a lot about analytical ability and they can
teach anal} tical ability under a variety of new subject heads, even though that's not the way that the
philosopher necessarily thinks of himself or herself.

Question: I wasn't clear on how you respond to the idea that the student should start with general
education to identify his or her interests and strengths and then specialize?
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Mr. Edgerton: My point was that if we're moving into a market in which there are a lot of voca-
tional and specialized interests, there's a way to think about those interests and conceptualize our pro-
gramming to respond to them. It's certainly true that a lot of students come to college not knowing
what they want to do, and it's a very legitimate thing to sort of wander around in some general courses
before making decisions on majors and so forth.

Dare Warren, do you want to take a minute and tell us about what yoU're doing at your institu-
tion, which I think is very responsive to some of the questions that I've raised?

David Warren, President of Ohio Wesleyan: We started with the simple proposition that a liberal
arts education ought to equip our graduates to deal with the great issues in our culture. We'r e all made
our on lists, but at the moment the great issues certainly include the bomb, the intervention of technology
in our lives, the question of the ecology, and poverty, illiteracy, etc. We're selecting one theme and
We're going to deal with it or er the course of a single year. We're going to integrate the curriculum
around it. Next year we will hate 15 courses that Will focus on the question of the bomb. We will
bring about 25 speakers to campus, one a week. We will bring ordinary people in through theRotarians
and the Kiv, anis and area alumni who will hate the same reading list that our students hate and Will
join the discussion each week.

We are going to tell our students, "You hare to think one of these great questions through during
the four years that you're here, and you hare to do what we're calling an educational project. You
can do a videotape or a film or an essay or you can do a piece of sculpture or you can write a dramatic
piece. But what you're going to hare to do is integrate your values, your knowledge, and your skills.
We're going to inundate you with a lot of knowledge, through these outside speakers, and we're also
going to bring about nine of our faculty together to help you do independent research and think collec-
fir ely and cooperatively for eight of the nine months. And the ninth month you're going to IT e to
spin off and do your own piece."

My sense is that this is an opportunity to bring our faculty out of their disciplinary isolation and
into a common conrersation, on a topic that will run from September through April. And We're going
to bring our students out of their OW n residential and major isolation into a common topic, and the
students can take any of a dozen courses, credit courses. They can enroll in the visiting speakers' pro-
gram for the entire year, and they'll be examined on the content of that. They can do independent
research projects which will be a prerequisite for graduation, or they can simply be exposed during
the course of the year to visiting speakers who form a symposium at the end which Will bring the best
and brightest back to the campus for two days in a kind of summing-up. And that's when our students
will bring their educational projects in, their videotapes and essays.

Now the notion here that we're lost, I think in the last ten or twenty years, is that there ought
to be at least one topic that draws us all together for discussion. I think at Ohio Wesley an We're head-
ed in that direction, and we're excited about the possibilities.

Kathryn Mohrman, trustee of Grinnell Ce.ge: It seems to me that the kind of issues you're raising
about the difference between a liberal education and a liberating education, about der eloping character
and leadership in our institutions, suggest some non-economic consequences as well as economic ones.
Do you agree?

Mr. Edgerton: Yes, I do. When I worry about the world, I really worry less about the economy
than I do about the kind of society we have and are going to have. It seems to me that as you look
at out hanging society, the things that are happening, like the shift from print to electronic communica
tion, it seems to me thv with the rise of technology more and more decisions are becoming public
decisions rather than pHiete decisions. We're lir ing in more congested ways, and we communicate
more frequently with each other, and the technologies, from drugs to weapons, are more and more
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awesome, with ever wider consequences. Thus we have more and more significant det.isioris of a public
character, which means more and more need for humanely educated citizenry.

It troubles me that the common carrier of our culture today is not colleges but television. Fewer
and fewer people understand an allusion to Cassandra, or to Pandora's box, but when Walter Mon-
dale says, "Where's the beef?" everybody knows what he means except me (I don't watch TV).
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MICHAEL O'KEEFE: "WHAT DO WE DO ON MONDAY MORNING?"

Introduction by Jon Fuller, president, Great Lakes Colleges Association:

The planning committee thought that at this point we needed to begin to ask just how we go about
dealing with the issues raised, the roles that trustees and presidents must play, and the roles that facul-
ty and students play in our institutions. To help us focus on that, we're invited Michael O'Keefe, whose
professional career has been denoted to dealing with planning and policy aoalysis. He has held posi-
tions of major responsibility dealing with those functions in the academic world at the University of
Illinois, in the federal goNernment as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Education for Planning and Balua-
non, and at the Carnegie Foundation for the ALIN ancement of Teaching, w here he directed a number
of important studies including a ,,ery significant and widely talked-about one on the American high
school.

A year ago he was asked to come to a newly created organization, the Consortium for the Ad-
Nancement of Private Higher Education (CAPHE), of interest to all of us because he has money to
give away, so I'm sure you'll appreciate the chance to get to know Mike better. One of the ways in
which the Consortium is hoping to help institutions is to assist them in dealing with the planning ques-
tions which colleges need to face. Today his topic, ,,ery appropriately for this point in our agenda,
is "What Do We Do on Monday Morning?"

Mr. O'Keefe: Thank you for the opportunity to address this group of distinguished presidents
and trustees. The issues you are addressing are, I belie\ e, central for most pm ate colleges and uniNer-
sales in this country. Precious speakers halve analyzed many of these issues. My task is to draw the
discussion together, quite a challenge, since the issues themselves are complex, the points of ,,iew diverse,
and your individual institutional settings so different.

My title, "What Do We Do on Monday Morning?" is borrowed from Ernest Boyer of the Carnegie
Foundation. It is intended to emphasize the practical. "After all our discussion about the curriculum,
about academic programs, about higher education in general, what on earth do we actually do when
we get back to the office?" This is the perspecti\e I will take, beginning with a few of my own obseRa-
tions on points earlier speakers made.

First, no one can deny that all of higher education faces real challenges. This is particularly true
for prate higher education, especially liberal arts colleges located in states with demographics such
,b our first speaker described. However, I would agree that the danger facing your institutions not
Llosure because of sharp declines in enrollment. As seleak e and prestigious institutions, you should
find student demand remaining high. Rather, what should concern you is the slow erosion of quality
in the education you proN ide brought on by financial and enrollment pressures. You should worry
most about this danger because quality is the most precious commodity your institutions possess. The
position you occupy in American higher education, particularly within private higher education, places
you at a Very unique intersection. You arc committed first and foremost to quality in teaching and
learning, a commitment C.N ident in your selection processes, in where your graduates go, what they
do, and how successful they become. Yours are not institutions with large research programs. Thus,
you do not fa.e the internal conflict between the values of scholarship and those of instruction that
afflict the large research universities. You are committed to the liberal arts. You are committed to
maintaining quality in teaching.

The temptation that threatens all corners of higher education, but again especially the private see-
tor, is the pell-mell rush to become market sensitise, to try to discw, er what it is students want, what
parents w ho pay the bills want, and then to proNtde w hate\ er that is by adding programs, Lreating
rnening colleges, doing whatever needs to be done to maintain enrollment. My concern about this temp
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tat ion is heightened by planning I hale done for my own organisation user the List six or eight month,.
Many pi isate institutions have already fragmented thernselses into a Lafeteria of programs designed
for esery conceit able subsector of the student population of their region. In the process, many are
losing their sense of identity. A decade from now, one imagines, someone ask the president what
it is for which the institution stands, ar the answer will be: "Es erything but nothing."

However, I also agree with Russell Edgerton that there is the Opposite danger of a refusal to fare
change and thus retreat back to a liberal arts prograni that was reles ant decades ago but has lost mush
of its power for today's students. Many will argue to maintain the curriculum as it has always been
es en if society is changing. This response will be just as inadequate to the challenges as one that is
oserly eager to throw assay the old and adopt the new. Salvation, as is often the case, will be found
in the middle.

Those colleges that will genuinely flourish during the next decade or two, educationally as well
as financially, ire those that act isely engage the future and deal with the issues being discussed today
within thL salves and traditions represented by the liberal arts. This will entail careful planning, a pro-
Less of identifying the problems, understanding what and who you are, and combining both those
understandings in realistic strategies for the future. Planning requites a Lold understanding of what
impends combined with a knowledge of your resources, your strengths, weaknesses, and salues. It en-
tails des eloping alternatise strategies to deal with the combination of the problems that are threaten-
ing and your strengths and weaknesses in relation to them. This is the essence of planning, whateser
the particular approach you use. There are numerous "brand-name" approaches to strategic plan-
ning, from the salt quantitatise and mechani,,tic efforts appropriate at a large state umsersity, to the
planning of a sery mall college, most of which goes on inside the head of the president. The impor-
tant element is not the process but the product. a better understanding of the ens ironment and the
institution and a strategy to deal with the problems you face.

I am cons inced that those institutions that plan most effectisely are most likely to thrice in the
Looting years. A corollary is that those institutions that do not plan, that hide their heads in the sand
and hope the problems will wash past, will find them selses in serious trouble. They will be the institu-
tions that suffer most in this next decade.

\ \e base already discussed changes in denuaraphiLs, the nature of the job market ind what Noting
people want. But we should also consider the internal emit onmcnt. rhis inLludes your institution's
resources, finanLial resources as well as physical resources such as the physical plant, the equipment
in the laboratories, the library. More important than these physical resources, howeser, are the "peo-
ple resources," your faculty. Sound planning for,the future will require you as leaders to understand
both the internal and external ens hutment, and determine how they will intersect in the decade to
Lome. This can only be done well if a third consideration is present: a cleat sense of your mission.
Combine your mission, the goals you seek to aLhiese for your students, with the resources you can
marshal and the outside environment. Then and only then can you clarify the means by %%Ina you
will aLhiese your mission within the resources in the contest of a changing outside ens ironment. This,
in its essence, is what planning is about.

Thus, a first step on Monday morning will be to ask, " What is happening to our student body?
Where are our students Louring from'? From what sub-groups within the population?" In answering
these questions, you should concern yourself with what is happening, not just with the whole I8-year-
old population in the United States, or esen in the state of Michigan or the state of Ohio, but specifically
with those young people who are actually' interested in your college.

Of as much importance where your student collies from is the issue of retention. What portion
of your students remain for the four years? For those who do not persist, why not? There may he
reasons that w ill highlight a deficiency you need to address. There is a sure way to find out what your
students think of their college. Find out what your freshmen tell their friends when they go home at
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Christmas vacation. The most important process in the student marketplace is that 8rapeine from
your freshmen back to those still in high school and their counselors. We have all witnessed fads in
which a certain college becomes "the" place to apply for students at a given high school. This happens
mostly because of this feedback to the high school from its graduates.

It is also critical to look at the far side of your students' expeences at your institution. Trustees
in particular should ask where the graduates of the institution go, what kinds of jobs they find, and
what graduate or professional schools they attend. Your graduates' next step is a good indicator of
how well you are preparing them. It can also be eye-opening to discover what the people who deal
with them on the job or in graduate school think of them. How respected ale your graduates? For
what qualities?

What do they think of your graduates?

SomeonL remarked earlier that we must wait 20 years to fully ex aluate w hat we do. Yes, in some
ways this is so. From another perspective, however, this begs the question. You can get valuable feed-
back much earlier by asking the people `A ho are hiring your graduates what they think of them.

You should also candidly ask what the enrollment picturejeally looks like over the next five years.
In planning for our own program, I queried numerous college presidents for their thoughts on what
CAPHE should do. My board is particularly interested in supporting strategic planning, so one of
the questions I put to presidents was, "Do you need support to do strategic planning?" Perhaps nine
out of ten indicated that they did not need support for planning since their planning was already done.
Rather, they would prefer money to improve the library, to bn,gothputers, or to increase the endow-
ment. After numerous responses in this vein, I became suspicious and began to ask other questions.
One was, "Where are your enrollments heading over the next ten years?" The vast majority of presidents
told me that their institution intends to maintain level enrollments. In the light of the well-known
demographics, this is amazing. If everyone I talked to is right, there must be some secret source of
students that demographers have not yet recognized.

Obviously, it is unwise for a president to play Cassandra very much. But the need for an upbeat
attitude shou:d not preclude careful strategies about alternative futures, Trustees should carry the ques-
tioning further. "All right, we intend to keep enrollments level. That is sound leadership. But do you
have a contingency plan just in case we are not successful? Is there an alternative strategy to deal with
an enrollment decline, say at the rate of the 18-year-old population decline in our region?" As our

rst speaker urged, we need to take the most pessimistic possibility, plan for it, and then look forward
to being pleasantly surprised.

We should also not be too glum about getting smaller if we must. The average size of the institu-
tion that make up these two consortia is about 1,200. Consider that an institution of that size declines
by 25 percent, the equivalent of two or three hundied students. There is no necessary reason that the
quality of education must also deteriorate. I can easily find a private college in this country that enrolls
"only" 900 sttylents and yet provides a high-quality education. Smaller means smaller; it does not
neLessarily mean lower quality. You can be one-third or one-fourth smaller without diminished "quality"
in the education you provide. Quantity will suffer to be sure. Perhaps the range of offerings must be
narrower. But what you do teach can be just as excellent as it is today.

Realize, too, that unless some really tough luck hits you, the decline in enrollments is going to
be slow and gradual. Colleges have probably 15 years to absorb a decline in the pool of I8-year-olds
of twenty -five or thirty percent. For higher education as a whole, taking account of the continuing
increase in the number of older students, the decline will Le about twelve percent. On an annual basis,
these decreases should be manageable through normal osition and careful planning. It won't be easy ,

but it shouldn't be life-threatening for most instiy,ti ms.
The decade ahead requires that trustees should ask a lot of questions, many cm topics they pro-

bably avoided in the past. Assuredly, trustees do not try to administer the academic program of the



institution. Flowek. er, they do need to begin to question what goes on at the heart of the institution
in the curriculum and the classroom. The academic program, after all, is ultimately what really counts.
Ironically, less worry about enrollments and more concern for the quality and uniqueness of teaching
in your institution is probably the best way to maintain those enrollments. A unique liberal arts mis-
sion, pursued through excellent teaching, will keep your institution in high demand among students,
parents, and employers.

Another topic trustees should bring up has been somewhat neglected so fat in our discussion here.
the faculty. What is the profile of faculty at your institution? What is the ay erage age, leY el of tenure,
part-time:full-time mix of faculty today and like and ten years out? By discipline? Are there subject
areas in which course enrollments are falling but in which the number of tenured faculty is large? What
is the age profile of faculty in such disciplines?

At the Unikersity of Illinois a few years ago, we did a study of what is known as "faculty flow
and tenure." One department turned out to hake 32 of 35 professors tenured, an akerage age of about
40, and enrollments dropping through the floor. This was a new.), load for an institution to carry,
one that seriously burdens other departments. An institution such as the Unikeisity of Illinois, enroll-
ing 60,000-plus students, can reasonably absorb such inefficiency . But an analogous situation at a small
priYate liberal arts college could be %cry serious. Many surplus faculty in a giy en department is not
an easy issue to address, especially for a small institution. But it is one that both board members and
presidents must face.

Beyond students and faculty, board members also should ask questions about the condition of
the physical plant. Ekidence suggests that the American higher educ. iion enterprise has one thing in
common with our highYkays, bridges, and sewage systems: a growing need for substantial renoYation
or replacement. Deferred maintenance is a serious need in laboratory equipment, libraries, steam plants,
electrical systems, air-conditioning and heating systems, and many other areas. Faced with inflation
and tough budget decisions duting the sekenties, many administrators postponed painting buildings,
repairing roofs, or putting in new sidewalks in order to increase faculty' salaries. While logical at the
time, this process becomes akin to giying blood. If repeated too often, the body becomes anemic and
faint. On a campus, deterioration becomes serious and threatening.

Increasingly, board members will also need to be concerned %kith what is taught and how well
it is taught. In our earlier discussion, I was gratified to hear an obserkation that what is in the catalogue
sometimes does not coincide with what is found in the classroom. The problem goes far beyond the
.ninor misrepresentation of specific courses. Rather, it can extend to a substantial inconsistency be-
tween what we represent as the ultimate result of a liberal arts education and what actually goes on
inside many of our classrooms.

We should be concerned for two reasons. First, there is the educational reason. If we genuinely'
belie% e our ow n statements of mission, then should we not try as hard as we can to accomplish these
missions? And should we not continually reflect on how well we are accomplishing our mission for
our students? Alter natiYely, if we do not really belieke in our rhetoric, we surely hake an obligation
to restate the mission to bring it into closer harmony with w hat we actually accomplish. The second
reason we should be concerned is moral. When we ask a student to pay forty to fifty thousand dollars
for the priy ilege of spending four years at our institution, are we not obligated to focus all our energies
on making sure that we deliker what we hake promised? And if we do not, are we not, in some sense,
engaging in a form of fraud?

The causes of the American Revolution: $2 apiece?

Consider the issue from the point of k iekk of the student as consumer. Suppose that he or she
wants to learn the causes of the American ReYblution. I suspect any historian, or for that matter any
of us, gik en a little time, could prepare a passable fifty -minute lecture on the ten reasons for the American
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Resolution. As a consumer, how eser, the student can "purchase" that lecture for widely varying prices.
He or she can go to the public library and probably discos er those ten reasons for nothing more than
an insestment of time, assuming he or she knows where to look. Or, the student can attend a com-
munity college, and learn those reasons for about $2, the aserage cost to the student per lecture in
that setting. Or, alternatisely, a state college or unisersity will cost about $4 for that same lecture.
The student will probably sit in a larger classroom, and learn from a research assistant or junior facul-
ty member. But, whateser, he or she will learn those ten reasons reasonably adequately at relatisely
loss cost. Finally, the student might choose to "buy" this information at the aserage pris ate college
or unisersity. There, it will cost about $12, more than a dollar per reason. If he or she chooses one
of the highest-cost and most prestigious pris ate institutions in this country, it w ill cost es en more, about
$20 for the ten reasons.

This comparison raises a serious issue for those of us insolved in the higher cost sersion of the
American Resolution: are we selling our students only the ten reasons for the American Resolution?
Vs e certainly claim to pros ide something well beyond just those ten reasons. Parents and students cer-
tainly belies e they are buying more when they purchase a college education at one of our colleges.
Ask almost anyone what they want out of education. The answer will closely resemble the mission
,tatements in most college catalogues: the skills necessary to be a treatise thinker, to be able to analyze,
to communicate, to argue an issue, to deal with problems. Ask parents what they think their children
are getting out of education; they will give a similar answer.

Here is the rub. If you go into many classrooms, what do you find? You find that higher educa-
tion is increasingly trying to force-feed more and more information into students. The ten rea:,ons
dominate and these skills that we adsertise and that most students and parents expect get lost in a
sea of information. The measure of the quality of what we do in American education has increasingly
become the quantity of information imparted.

All sorts of things go amiss when our efforts are directed to making sure that the information
content of the cuiriculuin is "cosered." For example, how many times in your own education did
you take American history? Except for the professional American historians among us, we each pro
bably took American history three times. in elementary school, in high school, and in college. How
many times in the course of those three trips through the American historical scene did you study the
Res olutionary War? All three times, of course. The Civil War? All three times. But how many times
did you study the Second World War? I never studied it. Why? Because we always fell behind the
sLhedulc. May or June came along, and we had not yet finished the text book. The teaLlki ins ariably
dealt with the problem as follows: "The test is next Monday, and I see we haven't finished the last
six chapters covering World War I through the middle of the century. Eserybody read those, please,
oser the weekend. Of course, there won't he any questions on them on the test." You know as well
as 1 do how many students read those six chapters.

My point is that in education we hase became increasingly concerned about packing in in forma
tion, covering the material, to the detriment of those sery skills that we claim to be the ultimate goal
of a liberal education and that we sell to our students as the reason they should choose our kind of college.

A final issue is the quality of instruction. We all know that there are classrooms in which the teacher's
pertormancc. is so poor that we should he embarrassed to charge students ten or twenty dollars for
a sing!.: lecture. No one knows how extensi. e poor instruction is. It may only occur in file or ten per-
s..ent of our classrooms. But es en that is too niskh. And es en if we do not know, our students do and
they let their triends know at Christmastime. The message they deliver will ultimately hase serious
effects on the college, most especially in the ens ironment we face through this next decade.

Awkward as it may be, trustees increasingly must lake the question of the quality of instruction.
The Lhai deter and quality of education, after all, are just as important as the financial health of the
college. Admittedly, it is a diffiLult topic for trustees to raise. In the highly decentralized gosernance
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structure of American higher education, the faculty are the deLisionmakers in this area. What this means
is that in addition to asking the questions, trustees must be prepared to support the president in efforts
to address shortcomings in instruction and the curriculum.

In light of prospects for the coming decade, the most important task for American education to
concern itself with is the content of what it does, why it does it, and how well it achieves the mission
society has given it. The challenge is not simply to survive, but to thrive and to do an even better job
of really living up to those noble mission statements to be found in every college catalogue.

This will require more than ordinary skill and courage. Rapid clinge in what society needs presents
us with special challenges, especially when resources are level or even declining. We feel the pressure
to respond at the very time at which the resources needed to respond are shrinking. It is easy when
resources are expanding; nobody has to be cut back in order to add a new program. When resources
are limited, however, it is much more difficult. But this is the challenge and the promise of the respon-
sibilities we have accepted.

Discussion

Question: It seems to me that traditionally we have felt that some subjects, for example, at one
time, Latin, were better than others at teaching values beyond the mere content of the curriculum.
Do you agree?

Mr. O'Keefe: We know now that teaching Latin is an exceptionally good technique for teaching
people Latin. It's not very good for teaching analytic thinking; there are better ways to teach analytic
thinking. By now we've discovered a lot about how people learn and about what they learn. We used
to assume that if we give them the content, they will pick up the analytic thinking, they will pick up
the values, they will pick up all kinds of things. Well, what research has discovered is that if ,you want
to teach those things, you've got to address yourself to actually teaching those things, not something
else. It's a very simple-minded observation, which is often what comes out of research, but it seems
firm, and we've got to accept it.

So I think the task is most exciting, and most important in terms of surviving and flourishing
in the next decade. At the same time, you're k ulnerable, and I thin:, that's a good thing, because that
means there are pressures forcing you to act, pressures that your faculty can observe and that will move
them in ways that a decade ago or two decades ago would not have moved them.

David Maier, president of Cornell College: I'm not sure, but weren't you disagreeing with Russ
Edgerton on the relative importance of subject matter in the curriculum?

Mr. O'Keefe No, I wasn't disagreeing with Russ. I think we've got to think through what the
outcomes are that we're really promising, that we think are important, and if we don't think they're
important, then we ought to stop writing them in the front of the catalogue and write something else.
If what we say k, we're going to train you to be independent analytic speakers who can communicate,
who can analyze a problem, dcal with a new sitlation, know how to find information relevant to that
problem, know how to judge it and make a decision, then I think we ought to spend a reasonable
amount of our time thinking out how we can do that.

Another finding that has come out of education R & D in the last decade or so has been a very
dear understanding that you can't teach intellectual skills in the absence of sut iect matter. There was

movement back about ten years or so ago in competence-based education that thought you could,
that there was something like reasoning or analytic skills that vaguel:, resembled symbolic logic and
that you could teach in the abstract. But the current thinking in the field is that that turns out not
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to be true. The way you learn to think, the way you learn to analyze, is through the subject matter,
through the substanLe of what you are analyzing. NIN only point about Latin was that learning Latin
conjugations (which we'%c discovered is the worst way to learn language. by the way) doesn't teach
you anything about mathematiLal thinking. Or about decision-maLtg. Or about how you gather in-
formation to make a decision, etcetera. The new program at Ohio Wesleyan that Dr. Warren desLrib-
ed to us, about dealing with the bomb, dealing with some of the major issues that our society faces,
that's the kind of approach that teaches you those things.

I think, though, that there was a tremendously controversial point in what Russ had to say, that
is. that while there has to be subject matter, which of it is presered in the curriculum and which isn't
is less important today than it was before. If this room had been filled with faculty. I think Russ pro-
bably would have had trouble finishing.

John B. Davis, Jr., president of Macalester College: Mike, I like the idea of asking questions,
and I suspect you would agree that presidents have been under that kind of interrogation. But rd like
to ask you, in an institution such as ours. with twenty-nine departments, from 70 to 200 faculty, plus
a staff system which is also significantly supportive of what's going on in the college, could you describe
how these questions are to be asked and what the time frame for asking them might be? You have
thirty board members, they come together four times a year. Are you suggesting written interrogatories?

Mr O'Keefe: It seems to me that I were a board member in any institution in this country, that
over a period of time I don't think it needs to take place in one meeting or exen in one year, but
oxer a period of a couple of years I would try to ask a set of questions about our students, about
what they think about what they're getting, about where they're coming from, and then in the future-
looking aspect of the students, where they're going to come from in the future. Similarly, I think at
some point over that couple-of-year period of time I would want what would amount to an analysis
of what the faculty looks like in its totality and in some of its detail, discipline-wise, and what issues
the existing shape of the faculty rakes for the institution. Oren the enrollment projections and finan-
cial projections. Maybe this is just my on predilection, but I would think that the presidents need
to imohe trustees in the discussions of how do we better relate this statement of mission that we think
we're aLcomplishing with how we'is: actually organized in our academic programs. I think that's a
set of questions that get eery dicey. Taking those to the faculty and prodding the faculty to ex en ad-
dress those questions L m be eery difficult. it can be xery controxersial, and aboxe all, it can be terribly
time-consuming. I mean, theft , a rule of thumb in the academic world, if the trustees hiken't learned
it yet. that anything that takes a week elsewhere w ill probably take twenty weeks within the academic
elk tronment because of the committee structure, because of the careful analysis, and so forth. It seems
to me. though. that what the ' ligation is tor the president is to launch and push some of those efforts.

I think there are a ariety of possible strategies. There are the strategies of the new president who
comes in and has a sort of mission %ision and sells it to the faculty in a blush of cordiality and exerything
eke and then actually puts in plaLe whatexer he or she can. Or there is the slow proce,s of just deelop-
mg some conneLtions between faculty aLruss disciplines. of creating colleges within colleges, of getting
outside speakers to Lome in and open up the environment of the Lollege. There are a lot of strategies,
and my concern as a trustee would be to say, "Where are we on this within our on institution? Are
we fragmented and highly divided in disciplinary areas? Do we have a xery information -heavy and
profession -heavy curriLuluni? If so. where are the bright point' that we can encourage and get some
change going? I3eLause my thesis would be that just as some percentage of individuals in a given faul-
ty are going to be relatkely poor teachers, you'e got another percentage who are really dynamite,
and who can be rewarded. who Lan be connected with each other, who can be given other resources.
and I think those are the strategies that have to take place.
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Now, the reason for the sequence of questions that I suggested is that the questions having to
do with changing the direction of the academic engine, in any substantial way, and changing the quali-
ty of what goes on in the classroom, involve long term projects. On the other hand, one of the things
that people often say is that we can't really evaluate teaching, we can't really make those kinds of
decisions in a fair and equitable way.

I really think that is a red herring. I know we can't evaluate teaching in a highly objective, quan-
titative way, in the way we like to do things in our highly quantitative society. But the question o;
teacher evaluation and of differential pay based on performance is a very large question in public educa-
tion today, and the big objection is always that you can't evaluate. Well, that is really wrong, unless
we regard ourselves as incompetent, because I would allege that you could take twenty students and
ask them vvhO the best teachers are and who the worst teachers are and you would get 90% agreement.
You take a teacher in a classroom and you send in ten different observers with ten different views
of what good instruction is and I'll bet you nine of them will come out of there agreeilig with each
other about the quality of the instruction going on in that classroom.

In other words, it's like pornography, we know it when we see it, even if we can't quite define
it in quantitative terms. I don't think that ought to stop us from trying to evaluate it. We can evaluate
it. The kids know what's going on, they know who the luusy teachers are, and good Lord, you can
walk in and see. And I think within the profession and within the institution itself, you can set up
approaches that are equitable and acceptable. But you can't do that unless you set a value on teaching,
and a high value.

So, John, I'm not sure I responded to your exact question, but you talked about time-frame and
about the mechanism for the institution to interact with the trustees on these issues. I think the issues
involve some analysis and information-gathering, w hich means staff. Action will be slow, because that's
a very ponderous machine and a very decentralized enterprise that a president has to deal with. But
if you don't start asking the questions, you don't start the process.

One of the marvels of American education is that because we've educated so many people, so
many people are becoming critical of what we've done. They've got the brainpower to ask, "Does
this make sense?" A lot of parents are asking, "Does it make sense to pay the cost of a luxury car
four times, year after year, to send my kids to this kind of a college?"

And the challenge for you folks and for all private higher education is to say, "Yes, it definitely
does, and here's why!"

If the "Here's why" is only npinting to that first page in the catalogue that says, see, here's our
mission, and doesn't deal with the delivery of that mission we're going to be in trouble. Because the
marketplace is eventually going to find it out.

Question: With our staff time already taken up, how are we to find staff to do the work involved
in answering these questions, and how du we prevent the questioning from developing into the board's
getting too involved in the operation of the institution?

Mr. O'Keefe: Those are two different questions. Yes, I'm asking, I suppose, for more staff time being
put to some issues, because I think these are terribly important issues. If there are not resources to
attend to them, A, the resources ought to be found, and I will invite a few of you to come and take
some of my resources, or B, some other activities that are in fact being supported by existing resources
need to be discontinued. Most institutions have an office of school-college relations, some kind a
a unit that deals with who are the students and how do we deal with our feeder high schools, ,iiiki so
on. Maybe that's done in the admissions office or the student aid office in a smaller institution. But
there are people who deal with students, and I think that's the appropriate place to extract some of
the data about who the students ..1. e and where they're coming from and the like. I'm not saying that
this doesn't take new resources, but I would say that it doesn't take dramatically larger resources.
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Now, on the other question, about more active board involvement, you've led me gently toward
a more dangerous part of the terrain there in terms of board involvement in the actual operation of
the institution. Board committees often focus on some of these areas, either a long-range planning
committee, or an academic program committee. I think there are only three warnings that have to
be heeded. one is, even if a board member is deeply involved and sitting on committees and engaged
in detailed conversation and analysis, he still cannot run the institution; the president still has to be
the person whu makes the decisions. Secondly, even a board committee that might meet six or eight
times a year and talk about academic issues or faculty tenure and retirement problems can't do the
analysis itself. You still need back-up and support. And the third warning is that the closer you get
to academic policy, the closer you get to what goes on in the classroom, the more you seem to be in-
truding on the academic prerogativ e of the faculty, and the more difficult you make the internal politics
of the organization.

This is a difficult area for a president or an academic vice president or a dean, and it's going to
be a very tough area for a trustee who is an attorney or a businessman and not a professional academic.
I think you can ask the right kinds of questions, but I think you've got to ask those through the in-
termediary of your president and his staff.

Frederick Cox, president of the Gund Foundation: As a trustee of Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity, I'm accustomed to get firsthand information on what goes on in the classroom. We're invited
to attend classes from time to time, which gives us a far better feel for what is really going on than
we can get simply from second-hand reports.

Mr. O'Keefe: Remember, though, that the goal is to support the president in pursuing some ob-
jectives that the president and you, the board members, share. it's not to discover something the presi-
dent hasn't told you, which might be the implication. If you think that's it, then you've got another
problem on your hands, you've got to evaluate your chief executive and make a decision. If the presi-
dent isn't telling you things that are important, you've got to find another president. That's all, in
my judgement.

Lewis Salter, president of Wabash College: I want to support as enthusiastically as possible your
general admonition to the trustees to ask questions. I guess I want to resist a little suggestion that the presi-
dent is the focus or the intermediary. Let me move in a different direction and say that I think that
at colleges likL ours there's a tradition for perhaps informal contact between trustees and faculty, and
trustees and students. But let's fist take trustees and faculty, and I pay tribute ,o a colleague in the
physics department at Wabash] from Antioch, where we were fellow members of the physics depart-
ment. He was a younger colleague. I learned more from him because he kept asking me these awkward
questions. What do you think your students get from the examination? Why do you do this the way
you do? Why do you do that? It made me think very profoundly about the reasons for a lot of what
I do. Nov, I Lan see the beneficial effects of corporate presidents or women or trustees of a quite dif-
ferent background asking faculty members just out of sheer curiosity, Why do you do the things you
do? Most trustees can only give a limited amount of time on campus they come only three times
a year. How can we optimize the direct contact between those trustees and members of the faculty,
members of the student body? I think that generating informal conversations is enormously produc
tive at a college like Wabash.

William Birenbaum, president of Antioch College: I'd like to say one word in anticipation of this
afternoon. There are a couple of questions that have not been addressed this morning or last night. They
are central to many of the things we have talked about. The first one I'm almost embarrassed to men-
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tion, it's so cliche. But we've heard talk about the changes in the economy and the changes in society
Among this distinguished body there are no minority groups represented. The numbL, of women in
this group who are trustees is seven or eight. The number of presidents from the two associations who
are female or who are officially defined as representatives of minority groups is zilch. Now with all
this talk about how inspiring we are, w ith our high values, and how we're going to prepare the leaders
for the scjety, I think this is something the trustees should begin to face in the selection of presidents
who in turn have or should have some influence in the selection of faculty.

Now a second point. We've had a lot of talk during this session about quality and standards, and
my intuition tells me that that talk mainly represents a longing for consensus about values. I don't
know how it is with others, but I prefer faculty whose on value-schedules are shatter-proof. I don't
know about your campus, but over 40n of the kids enrolled at Antioch College last year came from
broken homes. I don't know how many of your colleges are church-oriented, or religious-oriented.
Mine is. I don't know how influential those nineteenth-century values remain on your campus, whatever
your sect or denomination be. But I'm wary of all this talk about quality, because it seems to me that
it may be reinforcing my first point, namely a conception of the market. Which leads me to my third
point, which is Mike, you really should be telling us more about the relationship of the ferment
in pre-college education ind its impact on the roles inevitably assumed, upon what we think we're
doing at the collegiate level. And more and more of what Is happening in the secondary schools from
which Antioch recruits prescribe aspects of what liberal education should be. Over two-thirds of the
high schools from which we are recruiting students now are turning out kids who are already facile
,s ith the computer in their work! When they arrive at Antioch, they expect us to have the equip-
ment there or they think there's something wrong with us. And I'm not just talking about students
in math and the sciences, I'm talking about the social sciences too. It sees to me that we're going to
face, in the pretentiousness of what we have thought a liberal education is, the increasing problems

m the programs in secondary and elementary education and their impact on our design potential.
There's one last point which I can only speculate about, but we represent colleges in which the

current facult, tenure ratio is somewhere between 66 and &AIL At Antioch it's close to 80n. The mean
age of my faculty now is between 55 and 58. That points down the road somewhere between 1995
and the year 2000, about ten or fifteen years down the road, to a massive and rather sudden turnover
of teaching personnel in American higher education. My colleagues in the public sector tell me that
they're there too that as a result of boom and expansion of the sixties and early seventies and th
retrenchment during the last decade, we're going to face a tremendous turnover in our employees dov
the road about a decade. And I think that's a protibund opportunity.

Mr. O'Keefe: Bill, thanks very much. Le' me just react briefly to the one point about the secondary
schools. I was smiling a little bit, because if there's anything a secondary educator thinks, it is that
a lot of the problems of the secondary school deriv o from the colleges, their admissions requirements
and the curriculum that they design. Now, in secondary education, I think that there's a ferment going
on that's going to have an impact. I also suspect that one of these days public attention w ill turn from
secondary to postsecondary education, and people will start asking the kinds of questions that I was
suggesting you people ask, the quality questions and the cost questions and what are we getting for
our money and are we getting what we are being promised. It's no longer possible to hoodwink the
v ast majority of the American public and say, Oh, everything's just wonderful inside these places.
Because they've been in them. They've sat through those teachers who are teaching from thirty-year-
old notes. So that's my other observation, that I think one of the big impacts is going to be that the
eye of attention will turn and shift toward postsecondary one of these days, at a time we will least
want to have it on us, which is when we're struggling with our problems, our economic problems and
our value problems. So just get ready, that's all.
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One P.M. Saturday, June 23: Panel Discussion

Introductory remarks by Robert H. Edwards, president of Carleton College, and current
chairperson of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest:

In the course of this morning we had a 1, igorous discussion, and now we have three speakers who
hal,e listened to one another and a group that has had an opportunity to digest what they ha% e heard.
My impression is that we heard a bit more from college presidents than from trustees so, far, and I

ithink it would be valuable for all of us presidents to hear the obserations of our trustetss.
i'Zouple of comments: First of all, I think our speakers have been inialuable. Mr. Moor's setting

of th.-: new environment for us, our second speaker, Mr. Edgerton, talking about what we do and need
to do; Mr. O'Keef. getting on to how we do it. I think we all found it desirable to hear Roy Moor's
description of the environment either as %alidation or to help correct our present courses. The managerial
picture, as he said, is tough. [t is a difficult environment, and imposes requirements that we think
better; think harder, about all the matters we'l,e been discussing. Looking back ol,er the last few years,
I imagine that we presidents could all say that we hal,e changed with this environment, that there has
been on each of our campuses a curricular response, that we are thinking far more sharply about the
nature and kind of students that we want, what we can do for them, the nature of what they're ex-
perienced in secondary education. We hal,e had to become masters of pricing, and to understand the
rudiments of marketing. Some of us may hal,e grown stronger, some weaker, but there's no question
in my mind that we are tougher. We hal,e the athantages of being institutions of a certain size, of
being in command of our destinies, of not being beholden to a state legislature. It seems to me we
hal,e taken possession of those attributes of our character and our nature which is independent.e.

If [ could say anything of my so en y ears in the midst of expanding Jf computer centers, worrying
about technology, and so forth, I would see us perhaps more than elver as the trustees of whdt we
used to call civilization. I think that if there is a danger, it is that we may price institutional surk al
so high that we achieve sunk al at the price of education. The American Can Cotnpany may become
a financial services organization without great damage, but if we become a cafeteria of services that
help young people achici,e certain sorts of skills, something goes out of our society. We in America
and this is Bill Birenbaum's point are now a society of diversity that we are only beginning to under
stand. Nearly a quarter of us ate non-white. Thinking about that is no mere matter of justice or equi-
ty. That part of our population is going to be 1, ery active in our future. How can we as institutions
say what it means to be an American in the twentieth century? Is there a common culture? It seems
to me that in a time when we celebrate our di% ersity while noting the need for skills and for meeting
what the market requires, that if we cease groping ior a sense of what American society is, of what
it is like to be an American in this world at the moment, if we lose track of those unities, we hal,e
really lost something.

Like it or not, I was told by a lawyer, a member of our board in New York, that one of his sons
had graduated in political science at Carleton College and had ne% er read Thomas Jefferson. He wondered
what I thought about that. Again, I recently met a young political science major and in our comersa-
non I used the term, "the estates general," to illustrate a point about governance. He haad nel,er heard
of the estates general. Thus it seems we've lost some of our points of reference.

How do you determine legitimacy in American society? Those are things that are not computer
st,ience or business courses, but those are the issues that perhaps between faculty and students we hal,e
to keep track of today. And we must'hal, e Hispanics and Asians, and blacks, and natil,e Americans,
all the Americans of the twentieth century, to form that dist.ourse. I think Bill has hit it right on the
head. I think that's what we're all about.

That's the only comment [ would give on the strength of seen years on the plains of Minnesota
and on the strength of the reflections that ve'l,e all been vouchsafed here by these speakers. Now as
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I pass the microphone first to Ray Moor, and then to Russ Edgerton, and then to Mike O'Keefe, and
then open up a little discussion, I think it would be enormously valuable if we could have comments
on the issues of minority realities, that notion which ties in so closely with what we mean by standards,
what we mean by values, what we mean by a culture in this day when each of us is going to be seeking
his own salvation as an institution within this broad set of goals.

4.
Roy Moor: As I have sat here through the course of the day, I have been thinking in a broader

context than the strictly business orientation which I brought to my own comments. And since I talked
some, as did Mr. Johnson and the other two speakers, about strategic planning and mission, a couple
of thoughts have occurred to me which may not be wholly welcorue, but I have the deepest respect
for your colleges and I hope you will remember that while listenniipto my comments.

We have heard throughout the day an emphasis on quality. Quality of education has been one
of the characteristics of your institutions. I accept that, but in accepting it I wonder if you haven't
sold yourselves a bill of goods. I suspect that not one institution represented here actually provides
the quality of education that it thinks it does. And I suspect that every one of you has been sold on
your on market, and I suspect that in terms of setting your mission objectives and in terms of prepar-
ing your on strategy, you might very well begin by questioning seriously how high the quality is of
the education you are providing, because I suspect that in every institution represented here, despite
your reputation for high-quality education, the quality that you_are providing could be substantially
enhanced. Indeed, several of you indicated to me after I finished my prepared remarks that that may
be your most aggressive way to cope with the environment of the next ten years.

To begin by asking how you can substantially enhance the quality of the education you are pro
viding: As I see the environment, much more broadly than just the economics of the environment,
my suspicion is that your marketing campaign comes down to something like this. an advertisement
that says, "Parents, do you want your children to learn how to think?" Perhaps we have not suffi-
ciently addressed the question, how can you substantially enhance the challenge that your faculty gives
to your students, to learn how to think.

Now that's a common perception of what is needed out there in that environment not technical
skills. NI) judgment on technical skills is very simple: students shouldn't learn any technical skills until
they get out into the business world, because that's the best place to learn them, not in college. But
what is needed is the ability to analyze, the ability to think, and the ability to pursue original thoughts.
I've heard some of that expressed here today, but what you have to do in all cases is to translate that
into the classroom, and I suspect that while you're probably doing a better job than most colleges,
you're still doing what I'd have to call an absolutely lousy job.

Russell Edgerton: Dr. Edwards brought up the question of the unity in Western civilization. It's
a neat question. I mentioned in my remarks this morning that "Where's the beef?" is the kind of allu-
sion that people use instead of the sort of historical allusion that is part of the common culture. I
go out each summer to a little fishing camp and meet my parents and my sister's kids and we bring
three generations of the family together and we find that the only thing we can all get together around
is television programs, because none of us apparently read the same books any more. That's a very
disturbing thing, and I share your concern. But I also share a deep concern about something you might
call a sense of efficacy. When I used to teach at the University of Wisconsin, I'd have metropolitan
New York and New Jersey kids sitting next to corn-fed kids from northern Wisconsin and North and
South Dakota in the same political science class, and the East Coast kids would analyze a problem,
they'd talk it to death, but when you got around to the question of whether you could do anything
about it, they didn't believe they could do anything, while the northern Wisconsin and Dakota kids,
well, they'd say let's throw the rascals out, that's an awful situation, let's take it on! And I have a
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sense that the whole society is moving toward the New York City model, that people are feeling over-
whelmed by the complexity of affairs and they don't feel they can do anything about anything. And
so I come at some of the issues, the citizenship issues, also from a sense that what we need to do is
to figure out ways to get people to participate, and share problems, and that's the way to get them
into the learning process.

So it's really a matter of, do you take your point of departure in a Conception of a certain category
of knowledge, or do you take it from the conception of the need to develop a learning community,
and get people into these things, and then maybe they'll turn to those. David Riesman made the com-
ment once that starting people off with the study of Greece and Rome or other historically remote
cultures which were disconnected from their personal experience made a loi. less sense than starting
people off with some kind of subject which was closer to home and which they could immediately
relate to, and then lead them back there into the kind of knowledge you want them to have. If you
care about both, where do you start?

I would hope we'd end up with both the common culture and the kind of abilities that I was ad-
dressing, but I guess if I had to choose, I'd go where I came out, rather than starting with the common
Culture.

Michael O'keefe: This issue of quality ' let me mention a direction you can't go to save yourselves
on that issue. You suffer a liability in talking about the quality of education in your colleges because
of your Nay selectivity. Let me translate that. If the kids coming in are bright and motivated and driven
by parents who are paying a substantial price to go to the college, they're going to learn in spite of
you. And they're going to learn in spite of the obstacles placed in their way. And so when they go
off to top-notch graduate schools ortprofessional schools or high-class jobs and do a marvelous job
of succeeding in life, you have to ask yourself, is it'because of them, or is it because of uk? Is it the
value we added in our role as educators, for four years of their lives, or is it the fact that we selected
them as kids we knew were going to succeed, generally didn't stand in their way, and gave them a
diploma and sent them along? Now, if you ask the question that way, you can become a lot less com-
placent about what you do, and you've got to face the issue of what are you really adding for these
young people? Is the luster their on luster rather than what you do as educators?

That, I think, is something you need to examine and think about, because it is the larger quality
question in American education. We're not all dealing with students who are highly selected, who are
highly qualified. Many institutions, and certainly the high schools, are increasingly dealing with young
people who are less well qualified, and the question of judging the success of our educational system
turns on the question of what has been added.

On the question of secondary schools: I avoided that earlier because I can get dug into tpat topic
so deep if I start talking about it, but one of the most serious problems the secondary schools are creating
is the level of remediation that colleges have had to get into in recent years. It seems to me that links
back into the minority issue, in that those minority populations on the average are doing less well in
the high schools, and are doing less well at every stage of the educational system, and if that is the
increasing population w ithin the youth cohort, then the question becomes a N ery serious one for higher
education. What level of remediation do you accept, what does that do to your standards, and finally,
what does it do to your costs? It seems to me it can be very costly to remediate at the postsecondary
level, and yet at the same time you can't ignore the needs of those young people, and increasingly
the marketplace won't let you ignore the needs of those young people, because you'll need them to
fill your classrooms.

So it seems to me that th.a's another problem I would point to as serious. There are others, Bill,
that you mentioned, what the kids are coming in with now, the attitudes they hate, the expectations
they have, and colleges will have to deal with all of that. My view on that is that the colleges ought
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to be working fairly closely with the secondary schools, to help avoid the need for remediation, but
also to make certain that that transition andthat flow between secondary and postsecondary is smoother,
and perhaps to avoid studying the American Resolution three times and World War II never.

Question addressed to Roy Moor: This morning I thought I heard you say, on the subject of col-
leges setting their price of tuition, that they should set it according to the marketplace rather than ac-
cording to their costs. I was surprised to hear an economist say that, and I wonder if that isn't letting
the tail the marketplace wag the dog? It seems to me that if you let that happen, you reduce
the possibility of institutions charging a high enough price to take care of their maintenance needs.
Schools which honestly sake for top quality might hale to charge, not what the marketplace is charg-
ing, but more, so that they can maintain quality over the long run.

Mr. Moor: To take the last part of your comment first, pricing, as many of you mentioned to
me after my initial remarks, is very closely related to quality. I did not mean to imply that the prices
that are set should be the same for, let's say, all the institutions in this room, or that you should simply
look at your competition without recognizing the distinctive characteristics of the education that your
institution is offering. To confirm something that you were implying, I think it is more true today
than in the past that you can justify a price differential on the grounds of quality. But note that's
still a market driven price. It has nothing to do with cost. IrAffect, it's the market's perception of
the quality that you are offering which justifies the price.

You said that you were surprised to hear an economist speak that way. I really don't know why,
because in any market ens ironment in essentially any market emironment prices are determined
in the marketplace, they're not determined on the basis of cost, I stated it that way because starting
from the strategic point of the missions statement, figuring out who you are and who you want to
be, and having established the characteristics of the product that you are selling, you have to ask the
question, how can I price that? And only then do you come to what I described as the toughest managerial
challenge for your institutions, which is how to so manage the institution as to keep the costs down
relative to that price. And as I tried to say in my concluding remarks, that does not necessarily imply
a deterioration in quality.

Indeed, I could argue, and while we can't prove this here, I'll bet you that in every single institu-
tion represented in this room, you could reduce absolute costs at the same time that you raise absolute
quality. And the first condition that you have to meet in order to engage in that exercise is to break
the previous mind-set that there is a dollar-per-dollar relationship, and go for efficiency. Efficiency
presumably implies increased quality. And that's managerial talent.

Mr. Edwards: As a manager, if I could cavil at one point Roy made. I think you mentioned that
during the 1970s we held faculty salary increases to approximately the rate of inflation. .

Mr. Moor: That's correct.

Mr. Edwards: But since 1980-81, the increases have been something on the order of two and a
half times that rate.

Mr. Moor: Right.

Mr. Edwards: On the face of it, that's uneconomic action, particularly since it's still a buyer's
market for most faculty, although distinctly not in certain areas si!..1 as mathematics and most of the
natural sciences. I think a cautionary statement to board members might be on the danger of treating
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faculty as mere employees. We require an almost limitless dootion to the task sixty-hour 'weeks
are common, including the achising, counscling and so forth. You can get, as many of us experienced
in the early eighties, a preailing sense of bitterness when faculty members see their new graduates
going into the world and two years after graduation making something equkalent to the salary of an
associate professor who has been tenured fie or six years. I think that one of the most significant
things that we cone to the new generation is a sense of optimism, the notion that you can get out
there and make something happen. But if the faculty themsekeeel that essentially the system is un-
fair, it can corrode an atmosphere in a small college leery dangerously, and that has a leery fundamen-
tal impact on what we would call quality, I think.

Mr. Moor: There's only a modicum of literature on this, on how we judge fairness in relatke
incomes. From the beginning of this country we hake continually reiterated that it is the marketplace
that determines relatke fairness in income distribution. So in effect I would say to you by way of rebuttal,
if yotre got professors who think they are being paid unfairly and are conveying that to students,
they're being overpaid.

Mr. Edwards: This is why so few economists are the presidents of colleges!

Question: My question is directed to all three ocour panelists. It relates to what they're said, and
to this whole question of strategic planning, and particularly to the role of the board and the presidents.
I want to make a series of quick assumptions:

First, strategic planning is vital.
Second, leadership almost ineitably must come from the president and the administration.
Third, the academic, program is a ital part of the plan, but the president finds it difficult to direct

fundamental changes in the basic direction of,the program. That can be accomplished sometimes when
a college is in crisis, but in most of our institutions what we are more likely to get is a decline in enroll-
ment but no point of crisis. Therefore if we lease it up to the faculty to bring about a basic change,
as Russ Edgerton has implied, I think it w ill be extremely difficult and I suspect it will not come about.
This brings up the final point.

Do we need to address, in a way that we hake not done in decades, presidential leadership backed
by trustees who will do more than merely ask questions about the academic program? The president
may say, for example, "This college needs to adopt a new program," and the board in turn say, "We
are fully backing the president in requiring this fundamental change, we now ask the faculty how this
might be implemented." So I wonder, are we in an era where if we are going to bring about change,
are we going to hike to rethink this concept about the role of the president in reference to the academic
program and more specifically'the role of the trustee?

Mr. Moor: I would begin by going back to a comment that was made in response to a question by
Mr. Johnson last night. He used, as I would, the corporate model. Now at First Chicago, we'e recently
had a major change in management, with a whole new management team coining in. As a result, we
hake thought through the process of change, and I will gibe you the benefit of some of our thinking.

First, in the construction of a strategic plan, I would say that the board of trustees, just as the
board of directors, should not be involved.

Second, it should be a team effort between the president as chief executke officer and selected
members of the faculty, so that it becomes a joint product of a group or a team. The product is then
in the first instance sold tei the entire faculty. If there is a majority in faor but some dissidents, and
we certainly hake ma cricks in the business community as well as you do in college, they can get out.
They can drop off the ship. You end up with a consolidated effort to pursue the objectk e that has
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been set. The strategic plan and the mission statement are then presented to the hoard: Here is what
this institution is all about and here's where we're going. The role of the board then becomes, in my
judgment, and on the basis of the corporate model, to assess how effectively the president and the
faculty are pursuing those objectives and shooting for those goals.

Mr. Edgerton: The Carnegie Corporation, as some of you may know, has been thinking about
some very long-term investment decisions. In that effort a fellow named Mark Tucker has wandered
around the country the last two months asking fifty or sixty people the question, Are we really in a
new era? Is there something different? And he has found what he interpreted to me as a sort of genera-
tional different.e in the response, that over some age the pattern was, No, not really, and under a cer-
tain age the pattern was, Yes, I really think that we're in a new world, and all the premises have chang-
ed, and in all our social institutions we've got to ask some new questions.

Now, I'm not sure which generation is right, but I think for my money it's useful to take the
second v kw as a hypothesis that we really are in a new era. That leads to my interest in our asking
ourselves some serious questions.

Trustees don't have to be h...w,y handed in asking these questions, but they have to be serious,
and the answers they get should lead to making our institutions more exciting, to re-engage the com-
munity in the educational process, and if we don't do that, in another twenty-five years other people
are going to be doing our business.

Mr. O'Keefe: That's a question, I guess, for individual trustees and presidents to decide, what
kind of,a role can the trustees play in trying to implement some change within the institution on behalf
of the resident.

On Roy's comment, my perception would be that many institutions of higher education are at
the stage you ended your remarks at, which is, a mission has been established, and in fact it's been
hallowed in that catalogue for centuries. But the behavior of the quote, employees, unquote, of the
institution is out of synch with the mission in some substantial and traumatic ways. The problem and
the challenge become one not only of thinking through how we get into synch with what the times
require and what young people require, but also how on earth we bring about changes in an enterprise
which is very decentralized and whose employees don't behave like employees in a corporation. One
in fact w here the decision-making power and the intellectual focus is regarded as somew here very far
south of the board of trustees. That's the problem. So it's a problem of, after you diagnose that there
is an inconsistency, then what do you do? And then what is the tole of the trustees in helping make
changes happen and in helping with those sometimes very serious and very bloody internal dynamics?

Mr. Moor If I may comment on that, I would agree with Michael's description of the current
situation. As I have sat here and listened to these breseatations, I have been somewhat surprised, shocked,
and disappointed, to gather that you folks in this room arc relatively, if I may use the term, intimidated
by your faculties. And I suggest that your faculties aren't worth being intimidated by. They are your
employees, and in terms of standards you should have theM toe the me.- k. You should be requiring
the highest educational presentation by them, and I suggest to you that the greatest difficulty you may
be encountering is the fact that just as Michael said, you have in effect given too much of the power
that belongs in the administration to those who are the employees, and who presumably are produc-
ing and I really question whether they are up to the standards that you would like.

My suggestion with respect to this is to establish a new mission statement which is meaningful
in today's world for ybur institution, as a team effort, with some of your faculty memLas and with
the administration. Let everybody get together and think about what the Sam Hill is going on. Fu,
ther, the corporate model that I was talking about earlier involves one other thing, and that is presen
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tationb by department heads within the corporation to the board of trustees. They are indeed accoun-
table to the board of trustees in the last analysis. Why not do as we do in the bank and as most cor-
porations do that I know of? Present an accounting directly, tell what we are doing in this department
to provide the best quality product.

Mr. Edwards: I would note that whereas Roy Moor says the faculty members are employees, the
Supreme Court says that they are also managers.

Richard Warch, president of Lawrence University: I think we ought to call that assumption about
faculty into question. I do not think that our faculty need to be called on the carpet. Some of what has
been said suggests that we are all frustrated by a group of recalcitrant intellectuals whom we basically
don't trust, don't believe have aspirations for our college. I don't buy any of those arguments. And
I would doubt that many college presidents here do. I would simply say, not in some Pollyanna sense,
that the faculty are all sorts of things, maybe, but that they are not shirking their jobs in terms of
standards.

Mr. Moor: Let me say I agree and I'm glad you said that. I believe there needs to be construction
of a team effort between people in this room, particularly the presidents, and the faculty, to jointly
come up with a product that all can be proud of.

Mr. Edwards: Jon Fuller, do you have any summary remarks?

Jon Fuller, president of the Great Lakes Colleges Association: I'd just like to note that the ex-
istence of the Associated Colleges of the Nlidwest and the Great Lakes Colleges Association facilitated
this meeting by pi o% iding the organizational resources for planning. The existence of these two associa-
tions, the membership of these colleges in them, the unique heritage of cooperation among them and
the potential for further cooperation, form a tremendously important resource as we try to deal in-
di% idually with the issues we're been talking about. Because we are able to communicate with each
othet on both a formal and an informal basis, we have a 1, astly increased store of information about
what other people are doing, about what the range of possible solutions to these problems really is.
We also ha% e some mechanisms for helping small institutions and the ineli% iduals who work in small
institutions to oerLome some of the disachantages of that smallness, which often can inole a sense
of loneliness and a sense of the limitation in the range of their own thinking.

We all have this large set of colleagues to learn from, and to gain emotional support from in some
%et) trying day s. Finally, I think the consortia provide us with a way of doing certain things together
which can be more efficiently done jointly, and sometimes can only be done. jointly, and which are
important to our eduLational mission. I hope that the trustees have gained from this experience some
of the sense of w hat their institutions' membership in tl.e two consortia can mean. Perhaps in the future
the two associations will be of greater set-% ice in helping trustees carry out their responsibilities, as I
think they have been of seniLe to presidents, other administrators, and faculty members over the last
several years.
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APPENDIX A

The Great Lakes Colleges Association

ALBION The college's strong liberal arts program is supplemented by the unique resourt.es of the Professional
Management Program and the Gerald R. Ford Institute for Public Service. Set in the midst of the small town
of Albion, the college's 90-at.re main campus is enhanced by the lovely Whitehouse Nature Center, a 125-acre
presese along the Kalamazoo Riser. The Center for the Study of Ethics, housed in the century-old obsersatory ,
was established this year. The college's ext.eptional physical faLilities inLlude Gerstacker International House
and Olin Hall, one of the finest undergraduate facilities in the country for teaching biology and psyt.hology.
Founded in 1835, the Lullege is celebrating its Sesquicentennial this year. Related to the United Methodist Church.
Enrollment: 1, 654.*

ANTIOCH From its mid-19th century founding by reformer Horace Mann, who was its first president, the Lol-
lege has been a leader in innos ation in Amerkan higher education. Antioch has a strong Lommitment to the
deinot.ratit. ideals first espoused by President Mann and its mission emphasizes the need for soclal justice and
equality. Since 1920, all Anttot.h students has e participated in cooperative education in whit.h they alternate study
on campus with jobs off Larnpus. The Lollege is the renter of Antioch Unts ersity , a unique national institution
whkh serves a nontraditional undergraduate adult population and students enrolled in profelsional graduate

ssprograms in law, psychology, education, and human sersiees. Founded in 1852. Enrollment. 480.

DENISON The village of Grans tile retains a New England flavor brought by its founders in the early 19th Len-
tury, , while the 250 at.res of Denison's main campus pros ide a setting of unusual beauty. Close interaction be-
tween faulty membeis and students Lharaclerize Denison University's t.ornmitment to individual development
for eaLh student within the liberal arts tradition. Denison has been nationally recognized for its excellence in
awdemk computing, and the Lurrkulum includes unusually strong programs in Women's Studies and in BlaLk
Studies. A January Term between o., two semesters, pros ides special opportunities for internships and for in-
tense study of special topics. Founded in 1831. Enrollment: 2,087.

DEPAU% New facilities for the performing arts, physical educatiui., recreation and the physkal sLierkes undergird
a strong Itbe.al arts program and professional st.hools of nursing and musk. More than 40 states arc represented
at DePauss, where competent.) programs in writing, oral expression -ail quantitative reasoning have been in-
trodiked. A nationally recognized Winter Term in Mission provides service, cultural experiences in Central and
South Amerka. One out of two students studies off-campus L,fore graduation. There are extensive internships
offered through the new Center for Management and Entrepreneurship and intensive alumni insolsetrknt in career
planning and placement. Founded in 1837 by Methodists. Enrollment: 2,331.

EARLHAM Earlham's distinctive LharaLter grows in large part out of its origins as a Quaker college. Values
of equality, stindltutyind Lummunity continue to be Lentral to the Lollege's eduLational philosophy. The Lol-
lege has a distinaise international flavor, with user 60T0 of Earlham students spending some part of their
undergraduate years in a Study Abroad Program. Earlhatn's Japanese Studies Program is internationally reLog
nzed. The library is nationally recognized for its antral role in the college's eduLational program. Founded
in 1847. Affiliated with the Religious Society of Friends. Enrollment: 1,021.

HOPE The religtous heritage of the DutLh settlers who founded Hope along the eastern sl,ure of Like MiLhigan
is still evident in the college's identification as a dynamit. Christian Lommunity. A diverse student body, coming
from 41 states and 37 foreign nations, pursues pie-professional edut.atiori leading to baLhelors degrees in Arts,
NIusit., Nursing, and Suent.e. The Lollege's fine academic facilities pros ide a setting for the study of 36 major
fields in a liberal arts setting. A health awareness program is a unique dimension to the Lollege's Lurrkulum.
The Lollege has an ext.ellent interwIlegiate athletit, program for men and w onnti. Founded in 1866. Affiliated
with the Reformed Church in America. Enrollment: 2,550.
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KALAMAZOO The unique Kalamazoo Plan for liberal arts study relies on the college's year-round, four-quarter
calendar to give all students opportunities for foreign study, a career development internship, and a senior in-
dividualized project. The foreign study program is exceptional among all American colleges and universities,
with students from all majors studying in Europe, Africa, Asia, and South America. The campus is located in
an attractive residential area only a few minutes from the thriving downtown business district. The city of
Kalamazoo is the fifth largest metropolitan center (200,000 population) in Michigan, and provides a wide variety
of cultural, social, and recreational opportunities. Founded in 1883. Enrollment: 1,130.

KENYON Ohio's oldest college, Kenyon draws on a rich heritage of quality education. A world-renowned literary
magazine, The Kenyon Review, is still published at the college, and the Kenyon Festival Theatre is the summer
setting for professional dramatic productions. The 600 -acre campus offers a setting of unusual beauty and charm
for an education which includes strong emphasis on a traditional program of the liberal arts. The intimate setting
of the village or Gambier promotes regular conversations among faculty and students which are a special feature
of Kenyon's education. Founded in 1824. Enrollment: 1,398.

OBERLIN Recognized as one of the nation's preeminent institutions of higher learning, Oberlin is noted for
the high academic caliber of its students (drawn from every state in the Union), the strength of its faculty of
teacher scholars, the excellence of its facilities, and the achievements of its alumni. A private, nonsectarian, primari-
ly undergraduate school, Oberlin comprises two divisions. the College of Arts and Sciences, with 2,215 students,
and the Conservatory of Musk, with 491. Located in the town of Oberlin, near Cleveland, it was the first college
to open its doors to women and minorities. Since 1920, more Ph.D. recipients have earned their undergraduate
degrees at Oberlin than at any other comparable school in the nation by a ratio of nearly two to one. Founded
in 1833. Enrollment: 2,706.

OHIO WESLEYAN An unusual synthesis of liberal arts and pre-professional preparation has set Ohio Wesleyan
apart as one of America's five independent, four-year colleges to rank among the top 20 in producing both future
Ph.D.'s and U.S. business leaders. Students frOm 40 states and 30 countries pursue Bachelor of Arts degrees
and three professional bachelor's degrees. fine arts, music, and nursing. Ohio Wesleyan is strongly committed
to developing in students the service ethic, to curricular fusion of theory and practice, as in the Institute for
Praetieal Polities, and to confronting directly specifk issues of long-range public importance, as in the annual,
year long National Colloquium. Founded in 1842. Related to the United Met' )list Church. Enrollment. 1,548.

WABASH As one of the very few remaining men's colleges, Wabash offers a strong liberal arts program in
a distinctive environment. Wabash is proud of the aehiese...,nts of its graduates and of the college's record as
an unusually productive source of scholars, lawyers, physicians, and business executives. The small and well-
maintained campus is located in Crawfordsville, Indiana, 45 miles north of Indianapolis. The college puts special
emphasis on the recruitment of students of all races and economic backgrounds, with an unusually large institu-
tional commitment of grants and scholarships. Founded in 1832. Enrollment: 774.

WOOSTER The College of Wooster is one of three liberal arts colleges in the nation to require an independent
study project of every senior, completed in a tutorial relationship with a member of the faculty. The program
requires a strong faculty commitment to teaching and scholarship, in turn encouraged by an unusually generous
faculty leave program. Wooster has attracted international students since the late 19th century, currently, ap-
proximately 10GO of its student body is drawn from more than 45 different countries. Degrees offered. B.A.,
B. Mus., B. Mus. Ed. Founded in 1866. Related to the Presbyterian Church. Enrollment: 1,664.

*Enrollments listed in these descriptions are for the 1983-84 academic year.
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APPENDIX B

The Associated Colleges of the Midwest

BELOIT Kiiown during the 1960s and '70s for the "Beloit Plan" of year-round education, Beloit continues to
develop innov.itiv e programs of individualized and interdisciplinary instruction. Regent programs include the
overseas World Outlook Program, a summer language institute, and new aLademiL and career counseling pro
grams. Campus improvements include renovated residence halls, new musk facilities, creation of a Lampus center
in historic Pearson Hall, and plans for a new physical education building. Founded in 1846. Enrollment. 1,064
(559 men, 505 women).*

CARLETON Carleton', internationally recognized faculty attracts to the College men and women from all 50
states and 20 foreign countries who thrive on challenge and are involved in many activities. Each year more Na-
tional Merit scholars choose to attend Carleton than any other undergraduate Lollege. The College has a campu
of 950 wooded acres with a physical plant whose replacement value is over $90 million. Last year the Carleton
library was expanded and remodelled, nearly doubling the facility's size. Founded in 1866. Enrollment. 1,861
(914 men, 947 women).

COE Coe's Open Choice curricu'um provides a more flexible approach to liberal arts education. Two core courses
are the only general requirements, the students choose the rest, with the help of experienced faculty advisors,
designing an eduLation for each student's individual abilities, needs and goals. More than 10!o of Coe's students
are from foreign countries, with a total of 41 countries represented. Founded in 1851. AffiliXted with the United
Presbyterian Church. Enrollment: 1,371 (663 men, 708 women).

COLORADO Colorado College's Block Plan, now in its second decade, has been called one of the boldest in-
novations in the recent history of liberal arts colleges. The academic year is divided into nine 3',2 week segments
or "blocks" during which a student takes and completes only one course. The Plan allows for flexibility in course
scheduling and greater opportunity for class trips and field work. Founded in 1874. Enrollment. 1,867 (937 men,
930 women).

CORNELL Cornell is the only Lollege in the nation to have its entire campus listed on the National Register
of Historic Places. Old and new blend harmoniously on its 110 wooded hilitop acres to create a fertile environ-
ment for the cultivation of learning. Students take One-Course-At-A-Time (the distinctive curriculum's name),
freed from the tug-of-war of competing Lotuses. Founded in 1853. Affiliated with the United Methodist Church.
Enrollment: 962 (516 men, 446 women).

GRINNELL Grinnell's pre-professional programs in law, medicine, and engineering, computing facilities for
students m all majors, and study abroad opportunities are just a part of Grinnell's distinctive education. Innov a
nuns include the Freshman Tutorial program, begun in 1971, and the recent establishment of courses throughout
the LurriLulum that will help develop skills in quantitative analysis and oral communication. Founded in 1846.
Enrollment: 1,131 (569 men, 562 women).

KNOX Knox was first among Illinois colleges to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter. The College continues its tradi-
tion of excellence, helping students achieve intelleLtual and emotional maturity as well as master an academic
discipline. The Freshman Preceptorial, a two-term sequence, provides students with an initial immersion in the
liberal arts and sLienLes and confronts them with important conceptual and intelleLtual questions they will ex
plore during their years at Knox. Founded in 1837. Enrollment: 898 (480 men, 418 women).

LAKE FOREST Located in a suburban setting 30 miles north of Chicago, Lake Forest offers a personalized
eduLation firmly grounded in the liberal arts and sLienLes. The College's proximity to Chicago encourages par
tiupation in a well-developed internship program which provides students with opportunities to test or prepare
for careers. Founded,in 1857. Affiliated with the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. Enrollment: 1,166 (559 men, 607
women).
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LANRENCE Law t erke University is a unique combination of a distinaiv e liberal arts and sciences college and
a conservatory of musk. Lawrence's highly respected faculty is committed to scholarship and good teaching.
The required interdisciplinary Freshman Studies course, followed by a Freshman Seminar drawn from one or
more disciplines, provides the foundation for students' subsequent work. Founded in 1847. Enrollment. 1,066
(524 men, 542 women).

MACALESTER MaLalester offers 37 majors, a student body drawn from 49 states and 62 foreign countries,
and a ;Minneapolis, St. Paul location with unique cultural and internship opportunities. Scholarship, community
sere ice and world awareness are strong traditions at MaLalester. More than half of the students study in a foreign
country during their years at the College. Founded in 1874. Affiliated with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
Enrollment: 1,682 (848 men, 834 women).

MONMOUTH At Monmouth, education is an individual experience, built about a structured program of general
education and both departmental and individually designed major programs. Internships, off campus programs,
and a broad choke of social and cultural activities add important opportunities for persoWal development. Founded
in 1853. Affiliated with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Enrollment: 692 (375 men, 317 women).

RIPON Ripon students experience a quality education in an atmosphere that encourages student development
both in and out of the Llassrootn. Located in a small Wisconsin city in a resort area, the college offers a tradi-
tional liberal arts and sciences Lurrkulum and a wide variety of extracurricular activities. Founded in 1851. Af-
filiated with the United Church of Christ. Enrollment: 883 (511 men, 372 women).

ST. OLAF One of the first colleges to offer the 4-1-4 calendar (1964), St. Olaf has always been on the leading
edge of innovative education. In the ParaLollege (1969), an alternative route to the B.A. degree, students work
individually widi fawn) and develop their on strategies for learning. The Great Conversation (1981), is a six-
wurse program of reading and intensive discussion based on the classics, from antiquity to the 19th century.
Founded in 1874. Affiliated with the American Lutheran Church. Enrollment. 2,939 (1,332 men, 1,607 women).

* Enrollments listed in these descriptions are for the 1983-84 academic year.
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